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I present two major investigations enabled by the sensitivity and volume of the ALFALFA
survey: one of dwarf early-type dwarfs (ETDs) in the Virgo Cluster, and the other of the
high Hi mass, gas-rich HIghMass sample.
The Virgo Cluster contains hundreds of ETDs, which are mostly red, non-starforming,
and relatively gas-free galaxies. According to standard evolutionary scenarios, most such
galaxies are the result of the stripping of faint late-type dwarfs which fall onto the cluster.
These galaxies have their gas removed, and eventually cease forming new stars. However,
ALFALFA has detected 6 ETDs which are both as gas-rich as a typical dwarf irregular
or blue compact dwarf but which have the star formation properties of a typical `red and
dead' ETD. I investigate possible explanations for this population of galaxies: that they
are infalling unstripped galaxies, that they are dwarfs with `bursty' star formation between
phases of star formation, that their gas is recycled, and that their gas is newly reaccreted. I
argue that the properties of these ETDs are most consistent with gas reaccretion.
Observationally, it is observed that galaxies with higher stellar masses are the most
ecient at forming stars from their gas, and thus tend to have lower gas fractions (MHI=M).
This is in agreement with both the semi-analytic theory of hierarchical clustering and the
`down-sizing' found observationally. However, in ALFALFA we have identied a sample of 34
galaxies which have both high stellar masses and high gas fractions for their stellar masses,
which we call HIghMass. I present an in-depth study of two of these galaxies, UGC 9037
and UGC 12506, using high-resolution Hi observations obtained at the Very Large Array.
UGC 9037 has very high Hi surface densities and strong non-circular motions, and appears
to be a galaxy in transition, and will go through a period of heightened star formation in
the near future. UGC 12506 has very low surface densities for its Hi mass, and is stable
kinematically, making it a prime candidate for a galaxy which has intrinsically high dark
matter halo spin. I also present preliminary results for the combined Hi and H2 for three
additional HIghMass galaxies, but no rm conclusions are drawn.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Substantial reservoirs of hydrogen gas are necessary to fuel star formation in galaxies. Such
star formation follows a broadly understood process of atomic hydrogen (Hi) cooling to
form molecular hydrogen (H2), which eventually collapses into new stars. It is thus natural
to assume that there should exist a signicant link between the Hi mass, tracers of star
formation, and the stellar masses of galaxies. However, the reality is not so simple. Catinella
et al. (2010) propose a \gas fraction plane," dening scaling relations between three global
galaxy observables: stellar mass surface density (), colors (NUV r), and Hi gas fraction
(MHI=M). However, while the overall trends are well dened, there remains signicant
scatter among individual galaxies. Predicted gas fractions have typical scatter of  0:3
dex. Such scatter exists even after taking into account the variation due to environmental
dierences and interactions with neighboring galaxies (Cortese et al. 2011).
Why do galaxies deviate? Perhaps there are unaccounted-for internal factors which reg-
ulate the conversion of Hi into H2 and nally into stars, such as the dark matter halo spin
parameters (Peebles 1971). Alternatively, perhaps there are alternate, uncommon mecha-
nisms at work, such as recent accretion of gas or ways of merging galaxies without exciting
star formation. My goal is to understand populations of galaxies which strongly deviate
from such global scaling relations, specically those that have much higher Hi gas fractions
than their optical properties would suggest. Understanding how, why, and how frequently
galaxies deviate can then help us understand the origin of this large gas fraction scatter.
Such a study would not be possible without the recent advances of the ALFALFA survey
(Arecibo1 Legacy ALFA; Giovanelli et al. 2005) over previous blind Hi surveys. ALFALFA
1The Arecibo Observatory is operated by SRI International under a cooperative agreement with the
National Science Foundation (AST-1100968), and in alliance with Ana G. Mndez-Universidad Metropolitana,
1
is a wide-area ( 7000 deg2, or  1=6 of the sky) blind2 survey searching for galactic and
extragalactic sources of Hi out to a distance of approximately 260 Mpc. The ALFALFA
survey began in 2005 and observations completed in the fall of 2011; data reduction is still
ongoing.
1.1 ALFALFA at Both Ends of the Mass Spectrum
Before ALFALFA, the state of the art wide-area blind Hi survey was HIPASS (Hi Parkes
All-Sky Survey; Barnes et al. 2001), which utilized the 13 beam 21 cm Multibeam receiver
on the Parkes 64m telescope. HIPASS detected a total of 4315 extragalactic sources over
 21000 deg2 of sky, or 0.2 sources/deg2 out to a nominal maximum distance of  180
Mpc.3 The later \Northern HIPASS" catalog of Wong et al. (2006) extends the survey to
declinations  < 25300 and adds an additional 1002 sources (but does maintains roughly the
same source density).
While a 305 m dish naturally gives Arecibo a much higher sensitivity than the 64 m Parkes
dish, Arecibo's single pixel receiver (compared with the 13 beam receiver at Parkes) meant
that mapping a large area of sky was impractical. The addition of the 7 beam ALFA (Arecibo
L-Band Feed Array) receiver to Arecibo enabled a great increase in the speed at which the
sky could be mapped in comparison with previous surveys at Arecibo, such as the ADBS
(Arecibo Dual-Beam Survey; Rosenberg and Schneider 2000). Shortly thereafter, ALFALFA,
an ambitious 4000 hour 7000 deg2 survey wide-area blind Hi survey, commenced. As of
this writing, the most recent public data release covering approximately 40% of the nal sky
and the Universities Space Research Association.
2A blind survey scans the sky looking for whatever sources may be there, rather than targeting specic,
previously known sources.
3For a survey of a spectral line, such as Hi, the nominal redshift coverage is dictated by the bandwidth
of the receiver
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area (:40; Haynes et al. 2011), ALFALFA has detected 15041 extragalactic sources. The
data release covers 2800 deg2, meaning that ALFALFA detects roughly 5.4 sources/deg2.
Compared with HIPASS, the source density of ALFALFA is 27 times higher. Two ma-
jor factors which contribute to this large improvement include the sensitivity of Arecibo
(and thus the ALFALFA survey), and the cosmologically representative volume probed by
ALFALFA.
1.1.1 Sensitivity and Low Mass Galaxies
At all distances from Earth, ALFALFA is capable of detecting fainter signals than HIPASS
(for a comparison, see Martin et al. 2010, Figure 12). This high sensitivity allows us to
probe fainter, less Hi-massive galaxies. Recently, the ALFALFA source extraction team4
discovered a previously unknown low-mass (MHI  106) galaxy near the edge of the local
group, Leo P (Giovanelli et al. 2013; Rhode et al. 2013; Skillman et al. 2013; McQuinn et al.
2013). Eorts are underway to nd even less massive so-called ultra faint dwarf satellite
galaxies to our own Milky Way using the ALFALFA data cubes; such work can be found
in the catalog of Adams et al. (2013). Out to a few Mpc, ALFALFA detects a substantial
population of galaxies with Hi masses in the range of 106 < M < 107, including the 12
galaxies of the ALFALFA follow-up program SHIELD (Survey of Hi in Extremely Low-Mass
Dwarfs; Cannon et al. 2011; McQuinn et al. 2014).
Further beyond the local group, even ALFALFA is not sensitive enough to detect such
low mass galaxies. The nearest rich cluster to the Milky Way is Virgo (d  17 Mpc), with
over 1000 known members. At the distance of the Virgo Cluster, the earlier HIJASS (Hi
4Riccardo.
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Jodrell Bank All Sky Survey; Davies et al. 2004), had a detection limit of 107:7 M (for a
velocity width of 50 km s 1), although it only covered a small fraction of the cluster's total
area. ALFALFA's detection limit, for a galaxy with the same velocity width, is 107:4 M,
and is thus a factor of two improvement.
Included in the ALFALFA detections in Virgo, but below the sensitivity of the HIJASS
survey, are 6 gas-bearing red dwarf ellipticals in the Virgo Cluster. Such galaxies appear,
from their optical properties, to be \red and dead," and are not expected to contain any
signicant reservoir of gas. Other, deeper Hi surveys of the Virgo cluster exist, but are either
specically targeted surveys of gas-rich (Homan et al. 1987) and gas-poor galaxies (Haynes
and Giovanelli 1986; Huchtmeier and Richter 1986; van Driel et al. 2000; Conselice et al.
2003), or cover only a small region of the Virgo Cluster (Taylor et al. 2012; Taylor et al.
2013) and thus this sample has not been identied prior to the ALFALFA observations of
the Virgo Cluster (Giovanelli et al. 2007; Kent et al. 2008; Gavazzi et al. 2008).
1.1.2 Volume and Rare, High Mass Galaxies
The total HIPASS survey (the original plus northern extension) covers a much larger sky area
than even the nal ALFALFA footprint will. It covers the sky at declinations of  < 25300
(total area of  29000 deg2), while ALFALFA covers portions of the spring and fall sky
between  2 <  < 38 (total area of  7000 deg2). However, the volume of the surveys
probed is quite dierent. HIPASS nominally detects galaxies out to 180 Mpc, but the
comparatively low sensitivity of HIPASS is such that very few galaxies are actually detected
even at 100 Mpc, and so the practical volume is lower than this maximum might suggest.
ALFALFA, on the other hand, detects many galaxies out to its limit of 260 Mpc. The ratio
of volumes sampled is thus approximately VHIPASS=VALFALFA  16 . Any particular source can
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only be detected out to a certain distance, beyond which it is too faint, and thus \total survey
volume" is a poorly dened quantity. However, this larger volume makes ALFALFA much
less biased by the local large scale structure and cosmic variance when deriving statistical
measures of the global population, such as the Hi mass function (Martin et al. 2010), the
baryonic mass function (Papastergis et al. 2012), velocity width function (Papastergis et al.
2011), and the correlation function (Papastergis et al. 2013), which measures the clustering
of galaxies.
In addition, a large volume makes ALFALFA capable of nding rare objects. The most
Hi-massive galaxies are also extremely rare objects. The HIPASS survey detects 231 objects
with MHI > 10
10 M (or  0:01=deg2), compared with the 1916 ALFALFA detects in :40
(or  0:7=deg2). As a consequence, Zwaan et al. (2005), using HIPASS, infer an order
of magnitude fewer extremely massive MHI > 10
10 M galaxies compared with ALFALFA
(Martin et al. 2010).
Among these Hi-massive (> 1010 M) galaxies, we identify a smaller sample which also
have unusually high gas fractions (GFMHI=M) for their stellar masses. Some even have
GF > 1, which is only typical for galaxies with stellar masses at least two orders of magnitude
lower. These galaxies we call the HIghMass sample. Optically they appear to be \normal"
spiral galaxies, and have star formation rates typical for their stellar masses.
1.1.3 Summary
This dissertation presents two ongoing investigations, motivated as described above. Both
involve galaxies which appear optically normal, but strongly deviate from established trends
of Hi gas fractions. They also sit at opposite ends of the Hi mass spectrum, and together
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require a survey with both high sensitivity and volume, like ALFALFA, to be selected by
their Hi properties. First, I focus on very low Hi mass dwarf galaxies in the Virgo cluster.
While they have low Hi masses, they have extremely high Hi masses for red, low stellar
mass galaxies. From their Hi and stellar masses alone, indistinguishable from gas-rich, star-
forming dwarf irregulars. I then consider objects at the other end of the mass scale: massive
galaxies, similar to the Milky Way in stellar mass but with high Hi masses for their stellar
masses. Such galaxies are so rare that only 34 are detected in the 2800 deg2 footprint of
ALFALFA's :40 catalog.
1.2 Overview of the Thesis
In Chapter 2, I present the results of research on the gas-bearing ETDs in the Virgo cluster,
previously published in Hallenbeck et al. (2012). That chapter is a self-contained investiga-
tion, from sample selection to nal conclusions. In it, I consider in what ways their optical
and Hi properties compare with other populations of dwarf galaxies in the Virgo cluster.
This chapter also includes discussions about four possible histories for these galaxies: that
they are in the process of being stripped, that the galaxies are experiencing highly stochastic
star formation, that their gas is recycled, and that the gas has been recently accreted.
Chapters 3{6 present the work I have done so far on the HIghMass sample (Hallenbeck
et al. 2014). These chapters represent a substantial body of work, but more work remains
to be done. Chapter 3 briey motivates the selection of the HIghMass galaxies, places them
within the larger context of all ALFALFA detected galaxies, and gives an overview of the
HIghMass team's observing strategy. In Chapter 4, I present the data pipeline and data
reduction techniques used to analyze high resolution radio observations of the Hi and H2 gas
6
in the HIghMass galaxies.5 These include a novel method for measuring the dark matter
halo spin parameter () observationally.
Chapter 5 presents the in-depth study of the Hi in two of the HIghMass galaxies, and
represent the rst two galaxies to be completed via the pipeline discussed in Chapter 4.
These two galaxies are massive even among the HIghMass galaxies (with MHI > 10
10:5 M).
While they appear very similar to each other optically, the details of their Hi distributions
and kinematics prove to be quite dierent, and demonstrate the substantial range of possible
origins across the HIghMass sample. However, for these two galaxies, only their Hi has been
observed.
In Chapter 6, I present the results for three additional HIghMass galaxies: UGC 6168,
UGC 7899, and NGC 5230. These galaxies have both resolved Hi and H2 observations. Thus,
we can probe not only the kinematics and dark matter properties of these galaxies, but also
the link between Hi, H2, and star formation more closely.
The last chapter, Chapter 7, presents future directions for both the dwarf elliptical and
HIghMass projects. For the dwarf ellipticals, I present new avenues for inquiry beyond the
existing ALFALFA Hi, optical, and ultraviolet observations. Much of the future work for
the HIghMass galaxies is self-evident: less than half of the data reduction is complete for
the resolved Hi observations. However, there are several ways that the data pipeline can be
improved, and new analysis tools which can be developed, which I discuss in Chapter 7.
5A more technical discussion of these techniques can be found in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 2
GAS-RICH DWARF ELLIPTICALS IN THE VIRGO CLUSTER
2.1 Introduction
Dwarf ellipticals (dEs)1 are rare in the eld and in galaxy groups, but are the most common
galaxies in clusters (Binggeli et al. 1985; Caldwell 1987; Trentham and Tully 2009). An
ongoing question is whether cluster dEs form in situ, or whether the cluster environment
strips infalling late-type galaxies of their gas, transforming them into dEs (Tully and Shaya
1984; Boselli and Gavazzi 2006; Boselli et al. 2008a). Driving this evolution are such processes
as ram-pressure stripping (Gunn and Gott 1972), starvation (Larson et al. 1980), and galaxy
harassment (Lin and Faber 1983). There is signicant evidence that at least some subset of
the dwarf elliptical population were once late-type galaxies. In the most luminous of early-
type dwarfs (ETDs), late-type features such as stellar disks and faint spiral arms can be
observed (Lisker et al. 2006b). Furthermore, rotational support or even rotational attening
is observed in a signicant fraction of ETDs (van Zee et al. 2004; Beasley et al. 2009;
Toloba et al. 2011), and such galaxies share a Tully-Fisher plane with the dwarf irregulars.
Rotationally supported ETDs are also observed to have younger stellar populations and are
most likely to be found in the cluster outskirts (Toloba et al. 2009).
The Virgo cluster is a rich (>1000 members), relatively nearby (d 17 Mpc) cluster.
There is no clear single core, but rather two: a compact subcluster around M49, and a
more massive and extended subcluster around M87. There are also several near-background
`clouds' which are falling onto the cluster. Both its three dimensional structure (Mei et al.
2007) and the velocity dispersion of its galaxies (Binggeli et al. 1993; Drinkwater et al.
1The bulk of this chapter has been previously published as Hallenbeck et al. (2012).
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2001; Conselice et al. 2001) suggest that the Virgo cluster is dynamically young. Due to
its proximity, Virgo has been the target of many surveys, and all of its members have been
targeted observationally. The most recent comprehensive compilation of Virgo member data
can be found in GOLDMine (Gavazzi et al. 2003; Gavazzi et al. 2005), a multiwavelength
aggregate of many data sources. Because it is so close, Virgo is also optimal for sensitive Hi
observations of both the dwarf galaxies and more massive members. It is the rst cluster in
which Hi deciency, a measure of how much less Hi a galaxy contains compared to a eld
sample of similar optical properties, has been measured (Davies and Lewis 1973). Targeted
Hi observations exist for all massive late-type galaxies (Gavazzi et al. 2005), bright dwarf
irregulars (Homan et al. 1987), and a signicant number of dwarf ellipticals (Haynes and
Giovanelli 1986; Huchtmeier and Richter 1986; van Driel et al. 2000; Conselice et al. 2003).
Moreover, blind Hi surveys have covered large fractions of Virgo, such as the Hi Jodrell
Bank All Sky Survey (HIJASS; Davies et al. 2004) and the Arecibo Legacy Fast ALFA
survey (ALFALFA; Giovanelli et al. 2005). Recently, the VLA Imaging of Virgo in Atomic
Gas (VIVA; Chung et al. 2009) survey has produced high-resolution Hi maps of late-type
galaxies in Virgo; this has allowed extensive study of stripping as it takes place (Chung
et al. 2007; Vollmer et al. 2008). Direct Hi evidence of galaxy harassment has been found
by ALFALFA, which observed a 250 kpc tail o of NGC 4254 (Haynes et al. 2007).
The focus of this chapter is the dwarf galaxy population in the Virgo cluster, and specif-
ically how dwarf galaxies form and evolve in the cluster environment, primarily through the
study of their Hi content using ALFALFA. In its current :40 data release, ALFALFA covers
the Virgo cluster at declinations between 4 and 16. Examining the Hi content of Virgo
has always been a goal of ALFALFA (Giovanelli et al. 2007; Kent et al. 2008), with the
rst global study performed by Gavazzi et al. (2008), who investigated the scaling relations
between the Hi and luminous properties of ALFALFA-detected galaxies in the cluster. More
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recently, colors and star-formation properties using :40 and H observations were described
by Gavazzi et al. (2012) and Gavazzi et al. (2013).
If dwarf ellipticals are the products of evolved dwarf irregulars and low luminosity spirals,
then the ecient stripping of Hi precedes quenched star formation and morphological trans-
formation. In fact, dwarf irregulars in Virgo have detectable reservoirs of Hi, and the bulk
of dwarf ellipticals are relatively gas-free, having low gas fraction (MHI/M). Nonetheless, a
small fraction of ALFALFA detections are elliptical galaxies. Early-type Hi-detected galax-
ies included in previous ALFALFA data releases have been studied both in Virgo (di Serego
Alighieri et al. 2007) and in the eld (Grossi et al. 2009). They found that very few Virgo
early-type galaxies (ETGs; the ellipticals and S0 galaxies) had Hi, and those that did were
either massive galaxies which may be accreting from a companion, or dwarfs with peculiar
morphologies. In the eld, they found that a surprising 44% of massive ETGs were detected,
possibly the results of major mergers, but only 13% of dwarf ellipticals were detected|both
much higher than the 2% detection rate in Virgo.
With the near complete coverage of Virgo made available by :40, I compile a sample of
12 low-luminosity (MB >  16) ETDs which are detected in Hi by ALFALFA; this sample
represents an almost two-fold increase from samples based on earlier ALFALFA catalogs. I
also probe beneath the detection limit of ALFALFA using spectral stacking methods. In
addition to their Hi properties, I investigate their stellar populations and star formation
activity using optical and ultraviolet photometry from the seventh data release of the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS DR7; Abazajian et al. 2009) and the GALEX satellite. An
overview of the ALFALFA dwarf population, selected by Himass, is presented in Huang et al.
(2012b). An important result is that the within the ALFALFA dwarf sample, Virgo cluster
members have lower gas fractions at a given MHI with a wide spread in the distributions of
specic star formation rate (SFR/M).
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Lastly, I consider possible evolutionary paths that would lead to the existence of Hi-
bearing dwarf galaxies with early-type morphologies in a cluster environment. The scenarios
considered include the possibility of intrinsically gas-rich objects that have recently infallen
onto the Virgo cluster, stripped objects with newly recycled Hi from stars near the end of
their lifetimes, galaxies which have intrinsically stochastic star formation with long duty
cycles, and recent accretion of gas by formerly gas-free galaxies.
This chapter is organized as follows: In section 2.2 I present the dwarf galaxy sample,
and describe the selection process, as well as the Hi, optical and UV data extraction process.
Section 2.3 describes the Hi content, colors and star formation of the sample and the reference
samples, and I discuss dierences among dwarf galaxies with dierent morphologies. In
section 2.4 I present possible evolutionary paths for our sample of Hi-detected ETDs, and
argue about their consistency with our data.
2.2 Data and Sample Selection
Our main sample is drawn from the Virgo Cluster Catalog (VCC) (Binggeli et al. 1985),
with updated morphologies and assignments found in Binggeli et al. (1993). I consider
only VCC galaxies which are spectroscopically conrmed members of Virgo (with the cut
v . 3000 km s 1) and whose blue absolute magnitude in the VCC is fainter than MB =  16
(corresponding to mB & 15 at the distance of Virgo). Furthermore, I exclude galaxies that
belong to one of the near-background complexes which appear to be infalling on Virgo,
such as the W and W0 clouds (de Vaucouleurs 1961), M cloud (Ftaclas et al. 1984) and
the southern extension (Tully 1982). This results in a main sample composed of 365 dwarf
galaxies which are Virgo members.
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2.2.1 Optical Classication
Galaxies are then subdivided into classes according to their VCC morphology, which is based
on high quality B-band photographic material. Unless specied otherwise, I use the term
`early-type dwarf' (ETD) to refer to galaxies classied as dwarf ellipticals (dE) and dwarf
lenticulars (dS0), and the term `late-type dwarf' (LTD) to refer to galaxies classied as
Magellanic irregulars (Im) and blue compact dwarfs (BCD) by the VCC. There also exist
other dwarf galaxies, generally classied as faint spirals, peculiar galaxies, or simply `?' by
the VCC. In general, these `other' dwarfs share many qualities of late-type dwarfs: blue
colors and disk structure or disturbed morphology, and so as a whole I group them with the
late-type dwarfs.
Overall, 275 out of the 365 galaxies in our main sample belong to the ETD class and 90
to the LTD class. I note that while VCC 2062 was classied as a dwarf elliptical by Binggeli
et al. (1985), work by Duc et al. (2007) suggests that it is a tidal dwarf. As a result, I
categorize it as one of the `other' LTD dwarfs.
2.2.2 HI Characteristics
The blind Hi survey provides a statistically complete census of the atomic hydrogen content
of galaxies in our main sample. The .40 catalog covers the Virgo cluster at declinations
4 <  < 16 with a sensitivity of MHI  107:4 M for a typical dwarf galaxy at the Virgo
distance (Haynes et al. 2011, Section 6). This data release supercedes and expands the
earlier ALFALFA releases (Giovanelli et al. 2007; Saintonge et al. 2008; Kent et al. 2008),
which included Virgo coverage only between 8 <  < 16. Table 2.1 lists the number of
galaxies detected by ALFALFA. In total, 80 galaxies in the main sample are included in
12
Selection Total ETDs LTDs Other
BST Dwarfs 502 413 89 {
MB <  16 365 275 65 25
ALFALFA 80 12 51 17
SDSS 271 211 43 17
GALEX-NUV 252 197 50 5
GALEX-FUV 140 89 46 5
Table 2.1: Total number of galaxies and number of galaxies by morphology in samples discussed in
x2.2. BST Dwarfs are the galaxies identied as dwarfs in (Binggeli et al. 1985) which have redshifts,
whileMB <  16 consists of all VCC galaxies with redshifts and faintMB. The `other' sample here
remains separate from the LTDs because they are identied via the MB threshold and not directly
by morphology, and so they have no direct BST counterparts. The ALFALFA, SDSS, and GALEX
samples are each direct subsets of the blue magnitude based sample.
.40: 68 LTDs (85% of the class) and only 12 ETDs (5% of the class). There are now four
total classes of galaxies, based on a combination of optical morphology and ALFALFA Hi
detection status: gas-bearing ETDs, gas-poor ETDs, gas-bearing LTDs, and gas-rich LTDs.
I further divide these Hi-detected ETDs into two subclasses, one blue and one red, based
upon their SDSS g   r color (see x2.2.3 for details on colors). This unusual subsample of
12 Hi-detected dwarf galaxies with early-type morphologies is the main focus of the present
paper. Their Hi, optical, UV, and tted quantities (see x2.2.3-x2.2.4) are presented in Table
2.2.
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Follow-Up Observations
Because the subsample of interest is comprosed of such a limited number of objects, it is
important to consider the reliability of these ETD Hi detections individually. The Hi spectra
of all 12 galaxies can be seen in Figure 2.1, where the top 6 spectra are the blue subclass,
the bottom 6 the red subclass). The horizontal dashed line indicates the zero ux density
level after baseline subtraction, and the vertical dotted line indicates the Hi line center (see
also Table 2.2 for their Hi properties). All galaxies are well-separated from nearby, more
massive Hi emission, and their detections cannot be attributed to sidelobe contamination.
All but one of the :40 Hi detections with S/N< 10 (Table 2.2) have been re-observed
using more sensitive pointed observations, centered on the optical positions using Arecibo's
L-band wide (LBW) single pixel receiver. Of those, only VCC 421 was not conrmed.
However, the Hi emission of VCC 421 has a large (1:10) angular oset from the optical
galaxy, and our failure to conrm it may merely be due to the LBW observing strategy of
pointing at the optical galaxy, rather than centroided Hi emission. Likewise, the emission
of VCC 1649 has been conrmed to be oset (by 1:40) from the optical galaxy, and so the
association of the Hi emission with this galaxy is uncertain. The ALFALFA spectrum of
VCC 1202 is poor and very wide (W50= 286 km s 1) because it is both near M87 and has
only half the typical integration time for ALFALFA. The follow-up observations have better
baselines. Of the 5 galaxies not yet re-observed, all are classied as `Code 1' sources in
.40, that is they are condently detected sources (S=NHI > 6:5) with well-dened spectral
proles, and so are not of concern.
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Figure 2.1: The spectra of the 12 Hi-detected ETDs, split into a blue subclass (top 6) and red
subclass (bottom 6) based on SDSS the g   r colors. Horizontal dashed lines indicate the 0 mJy
ux density level after baseline subtraction; vertical dotted lines indicate the line center velocity as
reported in :40.
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Comparison With Other HI Samples
Only about half of the 12 Hi-detected ETDs have previously reported Hi observations in the
literature. In particular, seven (VCC 93, 304, 1142, 1202, 421, 956, 1993) are included in the
sample of Hi-detected early-type Virgo galaxies of di Serego Alighieri et al. (2007), which
was based on earlier ALFALFA data releases. The Hi sample of Gavazzi et al. (2008), also
based on earlier ALFALFA releases, includes two ETD detections (VCC 93, 304). Targeted
Hi observations (Huchtmeier and Richter 1986; Burstein et al. 1987; Duprie and Schneider
1996) have reported 4 more gas-bearing dEs in Virgo; however none of them is included in
our sample since they are all brighter than the MB >  16 threshold. On the other hand,
neither of the dwarf ellipticals (VCC 390 and 713) detected by the deep 21cm observations
of Conselice et al. (2003) using Arecibo were detected by ALFALFA, despite having reported
Hi masses well above the ALFALFA completeness limit. The Arecibo Galaxy Environment
Survey (AGES; Auld et al. 2006) observations of the Virgo cluster (Taylor et al. 2012)
detected 7 ETDs over 20 deg2 of which three appear in our sample (VCC 190, 611, and
1142); the other four do not pass our selection criteria. Of the three, only VCC 611 was
not directly detected by ALFALFA (but see x2.3.1). Lastly, 6 of the 12 Hi-detected ETD
galaxies (VCC 93, 281, 304, 1142, 1533, 1649) are included in the complete sample of low
Hi mass (log MHI/M < 7:7) ALFALFA dwarfs of Huang et al. (2012b).
2.2.3 Optical and Ultraviolet Photometry
In order to derive global stellar properties for the 12 Hi-detected ETDs (stellar masses and
star formation rates), I use optical images from the 7th data release of the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS DR7; Abazajian et al. 2009) and ultraviolet (UV) data from the GALEX
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mission. Figure 2.2 contains inverted SDSS images for all 12 galaxies; the images are 10:5
on a side (7.3 kpc at d = 16:7 Mpc) and combine the i, r, and g SDSS bands into the
RGB color channels. Five galaxies (VCC 190, 956, 1142, 1391, 1533) are evidently very low
surface brightness objects and their SDSS pipeline photometry was deemed `problematic.'
To remedy this, the SDSS images of all 12 Hi-detected ellipticals were manually reduced and
their photometry was obtained individually with the use of IRAF/STSDAS tasks. Briey,
the corrected frames (drC les) in the u; g; r; i; z bands were rst smoothed to 2:500 resolution,
and then background subtracted. After masking contaminating background and foreground
sources, we t elliptical isophotes to the r-band image of each galaxy. The derived apertures
were applied to all other bands, and Petrosian magnitudes based on these elliptical apertures
was calculated, separately for each band.2
Ultraviolet photometry for the 12 Hi-detected ETDs was obtained from the publicly
available GALEX General Release 6 (GR6) database. Eight galaxies have deep (texp & 1000
s) GALEX coverage, while the remaining four galaxies (VCC 281, 1391, 421, 1993) have
only shallower coverage through the GALEX All-Sky Imaging Survey (AIS; texp  100 s)
images. Three galaxies (VCC 421, 1649, 1993) are not detected in the FUV band; in these
cases the FUV ux measured at the position of the NUV detection by the GALEX pipeline
(fuv ncat flux) was adopted as an upper limit on the galactic FUV ux. All magnitudes
in Table 2.2 are corrected only for galactic extinction, based on the dust maps of Schlegel
et al. (1998). We do calculate internal extinction (see x2.2.4), but these corrections have
high fractional uncertainty and are generally small (0.2-0.4 magnitudes) for these galaxies.
In order to compare with similar works (Lisker et al. 2007; Kim et al. 2010), we do not
2The process described here is very similar, but not identical, to the SDSS pipeline measurement of Pet-
rosian magnitudes (as described in http://www.sdss.org/DR7/algorithms/photometry.html). The main
dierence consists in the fact that the SDSS pipeline extracts measurements in circular rather than elliptical
apertures. However, since the galaxies under consideration have generally low ellipticity, the dierence in
methodology is inconsequential for this study.
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Figure 2.2: Inverted SDSS images of all 12 VCC dwarf ellipticals detected by ALFALFA, 1.50 (7.2
kpc at D=16.7 Mpc) on a side. The images combine the g,r, and i SDSS bands (in the blue, green,
and red color channels, respectively). The top 6 belong to the blue ETD class (see x2.3.2), the
bottom 6 the red ETD sample. The surface brightness of VCC galaxies 190, 956, 1142, 1391 and
1533 are so low that the SDSS pipeline failed to yield suitable photometry.
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include these extinction corrections in our reported magnitudes and colors.
2.2.4 Derived Quantities
Atomic hydrogen (Hi) masses are taken directly from :40. Distances to Virgo galaxies
are based upon individualized subcluster assignments. I adopt a distance modulus of 31.11
for galaxies belonging to the A subcluster (M87 group), 31.08 for those belonging to the
B subcluster (M49 group), and a weighted average of 31.09 for galaxies with uncertain
subcluster assignment, according to the surface brightness uctuation work of (Mei et al.
2007). I use primary distance measurements from the literature where available.
We estimate stellar masses and star formation rates (SFRs) for our galaxies using all
available optical and UV bands following the method of Salim et al. (2007), as described in
Huang et al. (2012b) and Huang et al. (2012a). The computation involves tting a library
of model spectral energy distributions (SEDs) to the 5 SDSS and (when available) the 2
GALEX magnitudes. Full details of the method, as well as comparisons with other common
estimators (e.g. Bell et al. 2003), can be found in Huang et al. (2012b). Here I summarize
the main points: model SEDs are generated by the Bruzual and Charlot (2003) stellar
population synthesis code, assuming a Chabrier (2003) stellar initial mass function. The star
formation histories are a combination of continuous star formation and random bursts of star
formation. We consider a large library of models with a broad range of internal extinctions
(0  V < 6),  factors (the fraction of optical depth that aects stellar populations older
than 10 Myr; 0:1 <  < 1), and metallicities (0:1Z  Z  2Z). These parameter spaces
are consistent with those of Salim et al. (2007). The nal physical properties are computed
as the weighted average of all models, according to their t likelihood. We stress that these
extinction and metallicity values are not intended to encompass all possible values for a
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particular dwarf galaxy, but are expected to represent typical values for an ensemble of
galaxies. Additionally, our stellar mass estimates are robust with respect to the exact value
of the extinction parameter.
In cases where the FUV magnitude is not available, model SEDs are t only to the 5 SDSS
bands. I have veried that the derived stellar masses are not signicantly aected by the
exclusion of the UV photometry from the tting process. On the other hand, SFRs derived
from tting just the optical bands tend to signicantly overestimate the SFRs derived from
tting the full optical+UV SED (by up to  2 dex, especially for galaxies with very low
SFR). As a result, for galaxies not detected in the FUV I treat the SFR derived just from
the optical data as an upper limit.
2.2.5 Reference Sample
In order to place the sample of 12 Hi-detected ETDs in context, I analyze Hi, optical and UV
data for the rest of our main sample as well. This includes 68 Hi-detected galaxies of late-
type or `other' morphology and 285 Hi non-detections, mostly of early-type morphology.
I determine the average gas mass of ETD non-detections by spectral stacking of the full
ALFALFA datacubes. I follow the method of Fabello et al. (2011) and stack Hi spectra using
optical positions from the VCC and optical redshifts from the literature. In total 238 non-
detected ETDs had acceptable spectra for stacking; galaxies whose emission would fall within
the Galactic Hi emission and galaxies that could be confused with more massive nearby
sources were discarded. Figure 2.3 shows the spectrum produced by stacking all usable ETD
spectra. The noise level in the stacked spectrum has clearly decreased with respect to the
case of a single spectrum, but no Hi emission is detected down to MHI=M = 105:5. The
greater area coverage of :40 allows for a signicant improvement over the stacked mass
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Figure 2.3: (top) Spectrum obtained by co-adding all useable 238 Hi non-detected ETD spectra.
While the nal noise level is greatly reduced, from 2.2 mJy rms to 0.17 mJy, no Hi emission signal
is recovered. (bottom) Spectrum of VCC 93, for which the signal to noise of the spectrum extracted
from the ALFALFA database is 6. The x-axis values are velocities relative to the line center; as the
stacked spectrum is produced by redshifting all component galaxies to 0 km s 1, there is no true
redshift for this subset.
sensitivity of MHI=M = 106:1 achieved by the Virgo coverage of AGES (Taylor et al. 2012).
I obtain optical and UV photometry for galaxies in the main sample through the SDSS
DR7 and GALEX GR6 databases. The quality of the SDSS pipeline photometry of every
galaxy was individually evaluated; galaxies that were `shredded' by the pipeline (i.e. as-
signed multiple photometric objects of comparable brightness) and low surface brightness
objects with missing ux issues were agged as `problematic' and excluded from further
analysis. This quality cut aects mostly galaxies with MB &  13:5, of which about half
have problematic photometry. A similar individual inspection of the quality of the GALEX
pipeline photometry was performed for all galaxies in our main sample. Due to the lower
resolution of the GALEX images ( 500 seeing), problems related to shredding and missing
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ux of low surface brightness galaxies are far less common compared to SDSS. Overall, 314
galaxies have available NUV magnitudes, of which 240 were derived from deep GALEX im-
ages (texp & 1000 s) and 74 from shallower AIS images (texp  100 s). About 43% of these
galaxies were too faint to be detected in the FUV band; not surprisingly, all except 4 of the
FUV non-detections correspond to early-type objects. All derived quantities for our main
sample (HI mass, stellar mass, SFR etc.) are computed as described in x2.2.4. I note again
that for galaxies that are not detected in the FUV, SFRs are based on tting just the 5
SDSS bands and are used only as upper limits.
I also use the sample of low Hi-mass ALFALFA dwarfs of Huang et al. (2012b) as a
comparison sample, representing the properties of gas-bearing eld dwarfs. The Hi masses,
SDSS photometry and physical properties of the galaxies in the Huang et al. sample are
calculated as in this work (x2.2.3-x2.2.4). However, UV magnitudes in Huang et al. (2012b)
are manually measured with the use of the galphot image reduction package (Haynes
et al. 1999), written in the IRAF/STSDAS environment. The dierence between manually
measured and pipeline magnitudes is small in the NUV band ( 0:20 mag), while manually
measured magnitudes tend to be brighter than pipeline values in the FUV band because the
pipeline often misses low surface brightness ux (see Fig. 8 in Huang et al. 2012b).
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Gas Content
It is well known that the Virgo cluster environment eciently removes gas and advanced
galaxy evolution. Even massive spirals are observed to be Hi poor (Davies and Lewis 1973;
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Figure 2.4: Locations of the .40-detected dwarfs assigned membership in the Virgo cluster: xs
are late-type dwarfs, blue lled triangles are the blue subclass of ETDs and red lled squares are
the red subclass of ETDs. Hi non-detections with known redshifts are gray small lled circles.
The dashed circle indicates a 1 ring around the location of M87. Within this radius, the Strong
(213 Jy; Condon et al. 1998) continuum emission of M87 causes an increase in system temperature
and standing waves, therefore reducing the detectability of Hi line sources (Giovanelli et al. 2007;
Kent et al. 2008). The horizontal dotted line indicates the Northern and Southern-most range of
coverage of the .40 survey (Haynes et al. 2011).
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Haynes and Giovanelli 1986), with small Hi disks stripped inside the optical disk observed
near the core, while relatively unperturbed disks are seen in the outskirts (Cayatte et al.
1990; Chung et al. 2009). Because of the removal of Hi, the distribution of Hi detections
of dwarf galaxies in a survey like ALFALFA in Virgo is far from uniform. Figure 2.4 shows
the sky distribution of the galaxies in our dwarf sample. Xs indicate the location of Hi
detected late-type dwarfs, and small gray lled circles the non-detected dwarfs. The Hi
detected early-type dwarfs are plotted with dierent symbols based on subclass: the red
ETDs are red lled squares, while the blue ETDs are blue lled triangles. Near M87, its
strong continuum emission increases the system noise and sets up standing waves in the
telescope optics and makes detection dicult; a 1 circle is drawn to indicate the region of
contamination. Dashed lines indicate the northern and southern-most extent of the :40
survey. The outline corresponds to the plates of the original Virgo Cluster Survey (Binggeli
et al. 1985). With the exception of two objects close to M87, the Hi detected ETDs are
found near the edges of the cluster along with the Hi detected LTDs.
Figure 2.5 shows the gas fraction as a function of SED-derived stellar mass for the Hi-
detected dwarfs. The late-type dwarfs dene a clear trend from high gas fraction at low
stellar mass to low gas fraction at high stellar mass; a dashed line shows a linear t to the
LTDs with a dotted line showing a 2 variation around the line. This distribution exhibits
the same behavior observed by Gavazzi et al. (2012) and Gavazzi et al. (2013) for all Virgo
galaxies; The Hi-bearing dwarf galaxies in this sample are simply the low stellar mass end of
all Hi-bearing Virgo galaxies. Also plotted are the :40 dwarfs (small open purple circles; see
x2.2.5), which t into the same ranges as the LTDs, but with slightly more total scatter. The
Hi-stellar mass properties of the gas-bearing dwarfs in Virgo are thus similar to the eld dwarf
galaxies. At this level of inspection, there does not appear to be any signicant dierence
between the two subclasses of Hi-detected ETDs: both are well within the distribution of
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Figure 2.5: Relationship between stellar mass and log gas fraction for the Hi-detected sample.
Symbols are the same as for Figure 2.4. The lines show the linear trend and 2- variation for the
late-type galaxies only. The arrows show 3 upper limits on the non-detections determined via
stacking (see x2.2.2; Fabello et al. 2011). The small open purple circles are the ALFALFA dwarfs
not in the Virgo cluster (Huang et al. 2012b). As is typical for any population, the average gas
fraction decreases with increasing stellar mass. It is unusual, however, that both the red and blue
ellipticals appear Hi-normal for late-type cluster galaxies of equivalent stellar mass.
the late-type dwarfs at their respective stellar masses. The arrows in Figure 2.5 show the
5 upper limit of the non-detections as determined by spectral stacking. Even at this upper
limit, the average non-detection is at least 2.5 dex poorer in Hi gas fraction compared to the
typical Hi detected dwarf.
I visually inspected all 238 Hi non-detected ETD spectra extracted for stacking (see
x2.2.5) to look for any sign of gas just below ALFALFA's detection limit. Of these, 9 galaxies
had spectra with suggestive Hi candidate signals of too low S/N to have been included in
the :40 catalog. More sensitive pointed Hi observations have been conducted of 8 of these
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9 and conrmed the reality of one: VCC 611. The absence of a signicant population just
below the ALFALFA detection limit indicates that the Hi detected ETDs are unlikely to be
the tail of a wide distribution of Hi masses, but are a separate population from the average
very gas-poor ETDs.
2.3.2 Colors and Star formation
Lisker et al. (2007) have shown that the optical colors of Virgo dwarf ellipticals follow
a relationship similar to that of the more massive ellipticals: the fainter galaxies are in
the r-band, the bluer their colors tend to be. The same trend towards redder colors at
brighter magnitudes was observed by Kim et al. (2010) in the NUV r and FUV r colors.
In the FUV, these trends break down for the more massive ellipticals; this reddening is
halted in ellipticals by the ultraviolet upturn (Boselli et al. 2005; Boselli et al. 2008a; Boselli
et al. 2008b). Kim et al. (2010) also found that both the late and early-types outside the
cluster core are well separated in NUV r colors from the inner ellipticals; this separation
is even greater in the FUV r. They argued that the bluer UV colors of galaxies in the
cluster outskirts could be ascribed to higher star formation rates and higher gas fraction.
Figure 2.6 shows the g   r, NUV r, and FUV r colors plotted as a function of absolute
r band magnitude, with the same ranges plotted as Kim et al. (2010) Figure 1. The 12
gas-bearing ETDs as a class do not t cleanly into either the red sequence or blue cloud:
half lie within the red sequence, while the other half lie in the blue cloud. For convenience,
I have split the Hi detected ETDs into two subclasses, galaxies that appear to belong to the
blue cloud and galaxies that appear to belong to the red sequence. I nd that the line of
g   r =  0:08Mr   0:73 (plotted as a dashed line in Figure 2.6) adequately separates them,
with the two faintest dwarfs in r-band (VCC 1142 and 1391) chosen to be blue. Two of the
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Figure 2.6: Optical (SDSS) and UV (GALEX) colors for the dwarf galaxy sample for which
acceptable photometry is available. Symbols are the same as for gure 2.4. The dashed line shows
our chosen split between the red and blue subclass; galaxies where g   r <  0:08Mr   0:73 are
considered blue. Two of the blue ETDs (VCC are so faint that they have Mr   11; they are left
unplotted as there are no other nearby galaxies for comparison. Arrows indicate galaxies for which
the NUV r and FUV r colors are lower limits.
detected ETDs (VCC 190 and 281) are very close to the line, but clearly belong to the red
sequence and blue cloud, respectively, when examining the NUV r and FUV r colors.
As blue color is a commonly used, albeit crude, indicator of star formation, we investigate
star formation rates to begin understanding the dierence in the red and blue subclass of
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the ETDs. Figure 2.7 shows the trends of specic star formation rate (SFR=M) and star
formation eciency (SFR=MHI) for all the Hi-detected dwarfs as functions of stellar mass.
The LTDs form a band with width of 2 dex in log yr 1; the blue ETDs are also found in
this region. At very low stellar masses, the SSFR and SFE have a much wider spread; this
may be due to bursty, rather than continuous star formation history. The :40 eld dwarfs
(open purple squares; Huang et al. 2012b) have a similar distribution in stellar mass, SSFR,
and SFE as the LTDs and blue ETDs. With one exception, the red ETDs have low SSFR
and SFE compared to the LTDs and blue ETDs of similar stellar mass. VCC 956, though
a red galaxy, has a SSFR comparable to the bluer galaxies. The other red ETDs lie at the
bottom of the blue galaxies' distribution or a dex lower.
2.4 Evolutionary Hypotheses
We turn our attention to the possible histories of the Hi-detected early-type dwarfs. Figure
2.8 is a schematic overview of the standard gas-stripping evolutionary scenario. Galaxies in
the right column are Hi-rich, while galaxies in the left column have sub-ALFALFA masses
of Hi. Galaxies in the top row have LTD optical features and generally are observed to have
blue colors, while galaxies in the bottom row have ETD optical features and generally have
redder colors. Overlaid on each image (taken from the SDSS) is the number of galaxies in
our sample which t into each category. Galaxies are believed to arrive in the cluster as gas-
rich, star forming LTDS (top right). These new arrivals are stripped as they pass through
the cluster, and for a short period are relatively gas-free, but still appear blue because
their massive stars have not yet died and some residual star formation continues (top left).
Eventually, star formation ceases and (bottom left). The Hi-detected ETDs (bottom right)
do not t in.
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Figure 2.7: Specic star formation rates (SFR/M; top) and star formation eciencies (SFR/MHI;
bottom ) for the Hi-detected dwarf galaxies as a function of stellar mass. Symbols are identical to
Figure 2.4 and arrows indicate upper limits. The small open purple squares are the :40 dwarfs not
in the Virgo cluster. While there is large spread in SFR at the lower stellar masses, at high stellar
mass (M=M & 107:5), the spread decreases and the detected late-type dwarfs have somewhat
elevated SFR compared to the red class of ETDs, while the galaxies in the blue class of ETDs t
into the lower half of the LTD SFR.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic diagram of cluster dwarf galaxy evolution, in three stages. (I, top right)
A gas-rich LTD arrives at the cluster. (II, top left) The gas has been stripped from the LTD, but
it retains residual star formation and a few young blue stars, maintaining its optical appearance.
(III, bottom left) Star formation has completely ceased in the galaxy and all young stars have died,
leaving a `red and dead' ETD. (bottom right) Gas-rich ETDs are not explained by this evolutionary
framework. Numbers overlaid are the relative number in our Virgo Cluster samples, and images
are optical images acquired from the SDSS browser.
What mechanisms could allow a population of gas-bearing dwarf ellipticals to exist in a
cluster environment today? In the following sections, I discuss the merits of four possibilities
for this particular population. The rst is that they are mis-classied galaxies, which were
initially gas rich dwarf spirals or irregulars which are currently being stripped of their gas.
The second is that the gas is recycled, originating from massive stars returning their hydrogen
to the interstellar medium. The third is that these galaxies are unstripped galaxies which
have an unusually erratic or `bursty' star formation history. The nal scenario is that they
are ellipticals which were previously red and `dead,' but have recently accreted a fresh supply
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of Hi.
2.4.1 Galaxies Being Stripped
One evolutionary scenario is that ETDs are late-type galaxies, typically dwarf irregulars and
low luminosity spirals, which have been or are being evolved by the cluster. A variety of
mechanisms have been proposed for the evolution from late-type galaxy to ETD in cluster.
A strong contender is ram-pressure stripping (Gunn and Gott 1972), where a galaxy moving
through a cluster has the gas in its outskirts removed by the hot intra-cluster medium (ICM).
The eect in the Virgo cluster is apparent enough that it has been observed directly in spirals
at projected distances 0.6 Mpc < d < 1 Mpc (Chung et al. 2007; Vollmer et al. 2008). The
long-term consequence of ram-pressure stripping is a quenching of star formation, leading
to a red, quiescent galaxy. Boselli et al. (2008a) found that if a galaxy is in a rst-pass
highly eccentric orbit through the Virgo cluster center, this change can occur in as little
as 100 Myr, much shorter than a cluster crossing time. In contrast, signicant changes in
color and star formation rate take longer, on the order of a Gyr. The dwarfs with the lowest
stellar masses, including our sample, are expected to be the most susceptible to the evolving
eects of the cluster. The ongoing ram-pressure stripping scenario may thus explain the
gas-rich, star-forming ETDs we observe. These galaxies exhibit similar star formation rates
and gas masses to unstripped Virgo and eld dwarfs. They may appear to be ETDs as they
undergo current evolution by the cluster, or may be so faint that any LTD features are not
readily apparent, and may be apparent with deeper optical observation or the application of
unsharp masks following Lisker et al. (2006b). However, for the Hi-detected red ETDs, this
explanation does not work: these galaxies have very low star formation rates, even though
their Hi has not yet been removed.
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In another cluster evolution mechanism, galaxy harassment (Moore et al. 1996), a galaxy
is perturbed by multiple close encounters with its neighbors. Smith et al. (2010) found in
simulations that, for dwarf galaxies infalling on Virgo, harassment signicantly contributes to
galaxy evolution in a relatively small number of cases (< 15%). However, in those cases, mor-
phological transformation was strong, producing short-lived spiral arms in initially smooth
disks, and signcant concentration of gas and star formation in the central part of the galaxy.
Lisker et al. (2006a) found a population of early-type dwarfs with disk-like features and star
formation occuring in their central regions, and galaxy harassment may be the best expla-
nation for these. Of our Hi-detected sample, I note that VCC 281, one of the blue ETDs,
exhibits this `blue center' quality; for this one object galaxy harassment is a strong possibil-
ity. However, other possibilities exist: for example, ram-pressure stripping can also produce
such a blue color gradient (Boselli et al. 2008a).
At this stage, we will focus on the six red, Hi-detected ETDs, for which we can safely
rule out any more mundane processes.
2.4.2 Recycled Gas
While ram-pressure stripping will eciently remove gas from a dwarf galaxy after a single
pass through the cluster, small quantities of Hi can be replenished internally. As stars evolve,
they return metal-enriched Hi to the interstellar medium. This would mean that these ETDs
have been completely evolved by the cluster, but are entering a new evolutionary stage due
to internal processes, as shown in Figure 2.9.
I now consider the possibility that gas is recycled gas, following the analysis of Boselli
et al. (2008a). For an ecient ram-pressure stripping model, the amount of recycling can be
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Figure 2.9: Schematic diagram of cluster dwarf galaxy evolution for the recycled gas hypothesis.
Stages I-III are identical to 2.8. As the massive stars in each dwarf galaxy die, they explode and
return a non-negligible amount of gas to the interstellar medium, moving the galaxies from III to
IV. Given time, such galaxies may even re-ignite signicant star formation.
quite signicant. After a pass through the cluster core, star formation can then continue,
at a star formation rate 1-2 dex below that found in a similar mass non-stripped dwarf, by
feeding o of this recycled gas. This quenching of star formation will eectively move such a
galaxy on the color-magnitude relation in FUV r from the blue cloud to the red sequence.
We observe the red ETDs to have signcantly lowered SSFRs (by factors of 1-2 dex compared
to the blue ETDs and LTDs), and they also t solidly into the red sequence. However, the
Hi masses predicted by recycling are too low. For a dwarf galaxy beginning with 108 M
of Hi, after signicant ram pressure stripping and gas recycling, the nal gas mass is . 107
M, below the ALFALFA detection limit. Additionally, Boselli et al. (2008a) predict that
such galaxies should have signicantly less Hi than the relatively unstripped LTDs in Virgo
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Figure 2.10: Schematic diagram of cluster dwarf galaxy evolution for the bursty star formation gas
hypothesis. Stages I-III are identical to 2.8. Because the star formation in these low-mass galaxies
may be erratic, there may be long periods of time (> 1 Gyr) in which these galaxies|while gas-
rich|do not form any stars, putting the galaxy in the quiescent Stage IB. Gas stripping may occur
in either Stage IA or IB. But, if the galaxy is stripped in Stage IB, no residual star formation
occurs, sending the galaxy straight to Stage III: red and dead.
of the same stellar mass, instead we observe similar masses of Hi in both populations.
2.4.3 Bursty Star Formation and Dwarf Transitionals
It has long been understood that dwarf galaxies can have highly variable star formation rates,
both because the number of stars being formed in the galaxy at any one time is small (and
thus subject to small number statistics), and due to the possible strong eects of feedback
mechanisms such as winds and supernovae, which expel gas and quench star formation (e.g.
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Gerola et al. 1980; Dekel and Silk 1986). Between major star formation events, many of the
massive (greater than a few solar mass) stars will die out, removing the UV and H emission
used as a star formation tracer. If the period between the events is long enough, the galaxy
will become red, even though it still contains signicant Hi reservoirs. We may simply be
observing the red ETDs between major star formation events, as shown in Figure 2.9.
Dwarf transitionals are galaxies in group environments which are identied in a similar
way to our red ETDs: they have MHI=LB properties to dwarf irregular galaxies, but have little
to no star formation (Mateo 1998). Explanations for these transitional galaxies typically fall
into two categories: there's been some strong tidal interaction with its host galaxy (\tidal
stirring"; Mayer et al. 2001a; Mayer et al. 2001b), or these low mass galaxies are in a
quiescent period between major star formation events (e.g. Skillman et al. 2003). Recent
evidence suggests that the true answer may lie in a combination of the two, especially for
those transitionals with signicant gas reservoirs (i.e. log MHI=M >  1). However, two key
features distinguish the red ETDs from typical transitional dwarfs: their mass properties
and their UV-measured star formation rates.
Weisz et al. (2011) studied the detailed star formation history of 60 nearby dwarf galaxies
(d < 4 Mpc) observed as part of Hubble's ACS Nearby Galaxy Survey Treasury (ANGST),
including 12 dwarf transitional galaxies. Figure 2.11 shows the gas fraction-stellar mass
relationship of the ANGST dwarf transitionals in comparison to our ETDs. Symbols are
identical to Figure 2.5, with the addition of the dwarf transitionals of Weisz et al. (2011),
represented by lled purple boxes. For the most part, the dwarf transitionals are signicantly
lower in both gas fraction and stellar mass than the red ETDs. Only one (UA438) stands
out as having the same range of both stellar mass and gas fraction, although DDO6 and
KDG52 are close. These dwarf transitionals may be the link between dwarf irregulars and
dwarf spheroidals. If our red ETDs are a type of transition galaxy, they are the link between
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Figure 2.11: Gas fractions and stellar masses of dwarfs in the Virgo cluster plus 12 local dwarf
transitionals studied by Weisz et al. (2011). Symbols are identical to Figure 2.5. Filled purple
boxes are dwarf transitional galaxies.
more massive galaxies, possibly faint spirals and dwarf ellipticals.
Additionally, transition dwarfs are generally identied as having no recent star formation
using H imaging. H emission traces formation of massive (10-15 M=M) stars, and is
thus only a reliable tracer of star formation more recent than a few dozen Myr. Ultraviolet
emission tracers lower mass stars, and thus gives a picture averaged over the last few hun-
dred Myr|highly important when dealing with a group of galaxies which may have highly
stochastic star formation histories. Lee et al. (2011), studying galaxies in the local universe
using GALEX NUV/FUV imaging, found that low-mass dwarf galaxies not detected in H
were commonly detected in the NUV/FUV GALEX bands, and had implied star formation
rates similar to the H detections. Our star formation rates are based on UV, rather than
H, photometry, and yet we still nd that the red ETDs have very low SFRs compared
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Figure 2.12: NUV r color as a function of Hi gas fraction, with the same symbols as Figure 2.4.
The blue gas-bearing ETDs and LTDs form a clear line, with best-t line plotted. The red ETDs
have higher gas fraction than their NUV r color would indicate. Catinella et al. (2010) suggest
that signicant outliers, such as the red ETDs, are strong candidates for galaxies transitioning to
or from the red sequence and blue cloud.
to galaxies of similar Hi and stellar masses. So, while the dwarf transitionals may be be-
tween major star formation episodes, the red ETDs appear to have been depressed for longer
periods of time prior to our observations.
2.4.4 Re-Accreted Gas
Catinella et al. (2010) and Cortese et al. (2011) found a tight relationship between Hi gas
fraction, NUV r color, and stellar mass surface density, with NUV r being the best indi-
cator of MHI=M. Outliers are galaxies which are either forming too many or too few stars
for their gas mass and are indicative of transition objects. More massive galaxies which are
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Figure 2.13: Schematic diagram of cluster dwarf galaxy evolution for the reaccreted gas hypothesis.
Stages I-III are identical to 2.8. In a rare set of circumstances, an evolved galaxy may encounter
and capture an intergalactic mass of gas which is falling onto the cluster, moving it from Stage III
to Stage IV. This gas may be only loosely bound to the galaxy, and may take a very long time to
reignite star formation.
very red in NUV H color which are otherwise Hi normal show indication of recent mergers
or gas accretion (Cortese and Hughes 2009). Figure 2.12 plots the gas fraction as a function
of NUV r color for all Hi detections in Virgo. The blue ETDs and LTDs form a distinctive
line with a best-t line plotted. The red ETDs are all very strong outliers with high Hi
mass but low star formation: could they be reaccreting gas? Figure 2.13 shows a schematic
overview of this process.
Dwarf galaxies in the Virgo cluster tend to be on highly eccentric, nearly free-fall orbits.
The majority of such orbits will be spent relatively far from the cluster core, where neutral
gas from the cosmic web will also be falling onto the cluster. At their furthest distance
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from the cluster, they will be moving at low velocity with respect to the cluster and distant
gas, and while falling back into the cluster will have velocities similar to that of gas which
is also free-falling onto the cluster. We can then follow the argument of Wei et al. (2010),
who examined a sample of low mass (M < 1010M) elliptical galaxies that appeared to be
accreting gas in the eld, and use the dynamical timescale to get a rough idea of the time
needed to accrete gas. As Hi in these sources is unresolved by ALFALFA (beam 4'), we
don't know the actual size of the gas clouds accreted. I choose half the Arecibo beam size at
the distance of Virgo (5 kpc) as an upper bound, and the optical sizes of the galaxies (1.7
kpc) as a lower bound. Assume that the total mass, accounting for dark matter content, is
10 times the baryonic content of the stars, Hi, and Helium (30% of the Hi) together. We
can then make an estimate of the gas infall time (Binney and Tremaine 2008) as
tinfall '
s
R3
G 10(M + 1:3Mgas) (2.1)
We get infall times for our sample that range from 24-470 Myr (see Table 2.2). Given that
most of the time of the galaxy's 1.5 Gyr orbit is spent at the outskirts of the cluster, these
accretion timescales are all quite reasonable.
But the Virgo ETDs galaxies are not isolated systems like those of Wei et al. (2010), but
rather are found in a cluster where the hot ICM will inhibit accretion and cooling of gas.
Figure 2.14 shows the location of all Hi detected ETDs in our sample with overlaid 3 and
5 X-ray contours (in the 0.4-2.4 keV range) from Bohringer et al. (1994). The dashed line
indicates the onset of confusion with the north polar spur, an X-ray feature of the Milky
Way, and only contours associated with Virgo are plotted. As with Figure 2.4, the plates of
Binggeli et al. (1985) and a 1 circle around M87 are plotted for reference. The 3 contour
of the ROSAT map corresponds roughly to where the cluster hard (0:4  3 keV) X-ray ux
is half of the background hard X-ray ux, with uxes falling o as a power law (Urban et al.
2011). Of the 12 detections, 9 are at or clearly beyond this distance. Two of the exceptions,
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Figure 2.14: Locations of the .40-detected early-type dwarfs. Blue triangles are the blue subclass,
while red squares are the red subclass. Contours are the 3 and 5 detection limit of Rosat X-ray
observations in the 0:4   2:4 keV energy range (Bohringer et al. 1994). Only contours associated
with Virgo are plotted. The dark dashed line indicates onset of confusion with X-ray features of
the Milky Way. The dashed circle indicates a 1 ring around M87, which is responsible for 71%
of the X-ray emission.
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VCC 956 and 1202 are projected very close to M87 where the X-ray luminosity is very high;
they may however be located far from the core, only projected onto M87. Likewise, VCC
1142's projected position puts it in a region of strong emission. For all three galaxies, we
cannot be sure of how embedded they are in the ICM. For the other galaxies, we can make a
rough estimate of how long it would take for the X-ray gas to evaporate accreting gas (Cowie
and McKee 1977; Cowie and Songaila 1977)
tev ' 4:6 103 yr

MHI
M

RHI
kpc

T
106 K
 5=2
f 1mag (2.2)
Where RHI is the radius of the cloud (again, either 1.7 or 5 kpc), T is the temperature
of the ICM medium, assuming an upper limit of 1:08 keV at 3.9 from M87 (Urban et al.
2011). fmag measures how the entanglement of the magnetic elds in the ICM quenches heat
transfer; it is expected to be of order . 1=3 (Sarazin 1986). With the exception of the low
Hi mass galaxy VCC 1649, the estimated evaporation times are 121-721 Myr (see Table 2.2),
typically larger the dynamical infall times.
So, the gas-bearing ETDs are generally outside radii from the cluster core where the
cluster's X-ray emission dominates, their dynamical infall rates are signicantly less than
cluster crossing times and typically less than the lower-limit time for the X-ray medium to
evaporate the cool gas, making recent accretion a denite possibility for all but four of the
dwarf ETDs (the three inside signicant X-ray emission, and the low Himass VCC 1649). For
the red subclass of gas-bearing ETDs, recent accretion is also the only evolutionary history
of the three discussed which can adequately explain their optical, UV, and Hi properties.
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2.5 Conclusions
I examined the sample of all 365 VCC dwarf (MB >  16) galaxies with known redshifts.
While not as sensitive as observations targeting individual galaxies, ALFALFA's blind cov-
erage gives us a statistically complete view of the atomic gas content of the Virgo cluster
population, both for detected and non-detected galaxies. I use ALFALFA's current :40
(Haynes et al. 2011) data release, which expands the previous Virgo coverage (Giovanelli
et al. 2007; Kent et al. 2008) to declinations 4 <  < 16. Of the 365 dwarf galaxies, 80 are
detected in Hi in the :40 catalog. As is to be expected, a large fraction of these galaxies
(68 out of 80) are late-types and peculiar galaxies, but 12 are classied as early-types by the
VCC.
The gas-bearing population of dwarf galaxies show a clear tendency to avoid the regions
of Virgo closest to M87 and M49. Despite being early-type galaxies, the Hi-detected ETDs
have Hi gas fractions similar to the Hi-detected LTDs of the same stellar mass. However,
the upper limit on the gas fraction for the non-detected ETD population is approximately
2.5 dex lower than the Hi detected dwarfs, and there does not appear to be a signicant
population bridging the gap between the gas bearing and the gas poor populations.
In agreement with Lisker et al. (2007) and Kim et al. (2010), I nd that the dwarf
ellipticals follow a tight color-magnitude relation with bluer g   r, NUV r, and FUV r
colors at fainter Mr. The Hi-detected late-type dwarfs trace a very broad distribution which
is well-separated from the red sequence in g   r (0.4 magnitudes); the separation is larger
in NUV r and FUV r (2 and 4 magnitudes, respectively). The Hi detected ETDs are
unusual in that they do not as a class sit wholly in either the red sequence or blue cloud:
half are clearly red while the other half are blue. The blue gas-bearing ETDs have SSFRs
and SFEs similar to the LTDs, while the red ETDs typically have rates a few dex lower than
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the blue subclass. The fact that the blue ETDs seemingly have properties identical to the
LTDs, except that they are typically fainter, suggests that there may a mis-classication of
the blue ETDs, and that the two populations are actually one.
Lastly, we consider the various possible evolutionary histories of the bas-bearing ETDs.
It is likely that the blue ETDs are on their rst pass through the cluster|either because they
are only recently disturbed or are so faint that they are actually LTDs mistakenly classied
as ETDs. VCC 281 stands out from the other blue ETDs in that it has a `blue-center'
suggestive of a disk galaxy evolved by galaxy harassment but is also consistent with ram
pressure stripping. However, stripping cannot explain the red subclass of ETDs, which are
gas-rich but not forming stars. Models of gas returned into the ISM by stars at the end of
their lives (Boselli et al. 2008a) cannot account for the mass of Hi observed in either the blue
or red subclass. Additionally, they appear to be too massive, gas-rich, and forming stars
too ineciently to be similar to dwarf transitionals (Lee et al. 2011; Weisz et al. 2011): only
one of the dwarf transitionals in the sample of Weisz et al. (2011) has a gas mass and gas
fraction similar to our sample.
The gas-bearing red ETD subset is most consistent with having already traveled through
the cluster core, been stripped, and now at lying the edge of the cluster where Hi is being
accreted from the cosmic web. All of the red ETDs, with the exception of VCC 956 ( 1
from M87), are in a region of the cluster where the dominant hard X-ray ux arises from
background sources, rather than the ICM. The dynamical timescales for these galaxies to
re-accrete their gas are signicantly less than one orbital time and typically larger than the
time it would take the ICM to evaporate the newly accreted gas.
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CHAPTER 3
THE HIGHMASS SAMPLE
3.1 Introduction
In the standard hierarchical clustering framework of CDM cosmology, smaller halos form
rst, with dark matter halos merging to produce progressively larger structures (for a recent
review, see Baugh 2006; Benson 2010)1. Galaxies form as these halos accrete gas: either
shocked as it falls into the halos in a so-called `hot-mode' accretion or along cold laments
of gas which never shock in `cold-mode' accretion (e.g. Keres et al. 2005).
Observationally, in a mechanism known as `down-sizing', at high redshifts the most mas-
sive galaxies are the most ecient at forming stars (Cowie et al. 1996), with bursts of star
formation triggered via mergers of gas-rich disks at high redshift. By z  0 galaxies with
high stellar masses tend to have relatively low gas fractions (GFMHI=M) compared to less
massive galaxies (e.g. Catinella et al. 2010; Cortese et al. 2011; Huang et al. 2012a). For an
optically selected eld galaxy sample with M > 1010 M, typical gas fractions are 0:01 <
GF < 0:1 (e.g. Cortese et al. 2011). At these stellar masses, signicantly more gas-rich
galaxies are expected to be quite rare, as was found in previous blind Hi surveys such as
HIPASS (Zwaan et al. 2005).
One of the most surprising results of ALFALFA (Giovanelli et al. 2005) is the detection of
a signicant population of massive galaxies which are also extremely gas rich (Martin et al.
2010; Haynes et al. 2011). From ALFALFA, we have identied the HIghMass sample: 34
galaxies with high Hi mass (MHI & 1010 M) which are also the most gas-rich (GF & 0:4)
1This introduction has been excerpted from Hallenbeck et al. (2014), which will appear shortly in the AJ.
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for their stellar masses. Over half of this sample has GF > 1. How do such massive galaxies
acquire and maintain substantial reservoirs of gas? We consider two possibilities.
One possibility is that the gas is recently acquired. This recent gas may be from a
`galactic fountain' of gas previously ejected by supernovae raining back down (Shapiro &
Field 1976; Bregman 1980), from accretion of many small companion galaxies, or from
accretion of pristine gas along laments. It is not clear what percentage of the gas comes
from each source, although simulations suggest that the majority of gas comes from cooling
previously ejected gas, with a smaller|but not negligible|amount coming from cold or hot-
mode accretion (Fraternali and Binney 2006; Fraternali and Binney 2008; Oppenheimer et al.
2010). Regardless of whether such processes dominate, such infalls do not appear to have
strong short-scale star formation or stability eects on galaxies but over long times refuel
the disk's potential for star formation (Hopkins et al. 2013). Unfortunately, these eects are
dicult to nd observationally. Direct observation nds gas inow rates of _M  0:2 M
yr 1 in local spiral galaxies, a factor of 5  10 less than is required to sustain star formation
(Sancisi et al. 2008). However, rates of both Hi and unobserved ionized gas _M  1  3 M
yr 1 have been indirectly inferred (Fraternali and Binney 2008).
The second possibility is that the gas is old, but has not been able to form stars. Answers
may lie in the HIghMass galaxies' spin parameter  (Peebles 1971), a dimensionless measure
of the halo's angular momentum and oft-cited governing mechanism of a galaxy's evolution.
Simulations and theory predict that at xed total mass, galaxies in the local universe with
higher spin parameters are bluer, have lower surface brightness, and are more gas-rich (e.g.
Jimenez et al. 1998; Mo et al. 1998; Boissier and Prantzos 2000; Maccio et al. 2007). Unfor-
tunately, the dynamics of the dark matter content of a galaxy are not directly observable,
and a number of assumptions are required about the relationship between the spin param-
eter of the galactic disk (d) and that of the halo; however, this overall trend appears to
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be conrmed for inferred spin parameters (e.g. Hernandez et al. 2007; Cervantes-Sodi and
Hernandez 2009; Huang et al. 2012a). If the HIghMass galaxies have unusually high spin
parameters, then this gas may be be unable to eciently form stars.
This chapter is a brief motivation of how the HIghMass galaxies were selected (x3.2), and
also places these galaxies in the context of the larger ALFALFA survey population (x3.3).
The chapter ends with a description of our observation strategy for observing gas in these
galaxies in x3.4. A complete denition of this sample and a more in-depth comparison with
the ALFALFA population can be found in Huang et al. (2012a) and Huang et al. (2014, in
review).
3.2 Gas Fractions
Figure 3.1 presents the gas fractions of the galaxies in the ALFALFA :40 data release as a
function of their tted stellar masses (from Huang et al. 2012a). The general trend is that
more massive (higher M) galaxies typically are less gas rich. This matches both the expec-
tations of both hierarchical clustering theory and the \down-sizing" seen observationally.
However, ALFALFA is highly biased towards the most Hi-rich galaxies: gas poor galaxies
simply aren't detected in ALFALFA. If we compare to a sample of \Hi-normal" galaxies
identied by their optical properties (the green line; Cortese et al. 2011), we see that at
every stellar mass, ALFALFA galaxies are typically more gas-rich by 0.5 dex. If we examine
the gas-rich ALFALFA outliers, we observe galaxies even at the very high Hi mass end
(MHI > 10
10 M) with high gas fractions (some > 1). Such galaxies have gas fractions
which are 1.0 dex higher than \Hi-normal" galaxies of the same stellar mass. Put another
way, one would have to look 2.0 orders of magnitude lower on the stellar mass scale to nd
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Figure 3.1: Hi gas fraction of ALFALFA galaxies plotted as a function of stellar mass. The
green line shows the \Hi normal" galaxies of Cortese et al. (2011). Dark blue points indicate the
HIghMass galaxies.
\Hi-normal" galaxies with similar gas fractions.
This small fraction of galaxies, which are both Hi-massive (> 1010 M) and also extremely
gas-rich for their stellar masses (> 1 above the trend for the other .40 galaxies), are the
HIghMass sample. The Hi and optical properties of these galaxies are summarized in Table
3.1, found at the end of this chapter. In all, there are 34 such galaxies, out of the 15041
galaxies in the :40 data release. Galaxies in bold in the table are examined in detail later
in this thesis.
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3.3 Star Formation Properties
Figure 3.2 presents the star formation properties of the ALFALFA :40 data release (star
formation rates from Huang et al. 2012a) as a function of stellar mass. The top panel
presents specic star formation rates, or star formation rates normalized by stellar mass
(SSFRSFR=M). The general trend of the ALFALFA galaxies is towards lower SSFRs
at higher stellar mass (with a kink near 109:5 M), and at the highest stellar masses, many
galaxies drop o of the trend toward extremely low SSFRs. In general, the HIghMass galaxies
sit at or just above the ALFALFA average trend (red line). The only outlier is UGC 4599,
which unlike the rest of the HIghMass sample, is an elliptical, rather than spiral galaxy.
The bottom panel of Figure 3.2 presents the star formation eciencies, or star formation
rates normalized by Hi mass (SFESFR=M). Here we expect (and observe) a slow rise in
SFE with stellar mass: the more massive galaxies are more ecient at converting gas into
stars and, at the current star formation rate, will deplete their gas in much less time than less
massive galaxies. Once again, at high masses (& 109:5 M), for some galaxies star formation
appears to be unregulated by the total Hi mass, and have very low SFEs. The HIghMass
galaxies (again, with the exception of UGC 4599) are typically just at or below the bulk of
the ALFALFA sample (red line). In comparison with an optical sample with similar stellar
masses (cyan dashed line; the GASS sample of Catinella et al. 2010), the HIghMass galaxies
are even more inecient in their star formation.
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Figure 3.2: Specic star formation rates (SSFRSFR=M; above), and star formation eciencies
(SFESFR=MHI; below) of the galaxies in the :40 sample. The red line is the moving average
value. HIghMass galaxies are shown as dark blue points.
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3.4 Observations and Strategy
In order to begin probing the evolutionary histories of these galaxies, the HIghMass team
is performing follow-up observations (and examining archival data) at many dierent wave-
lengths: KPNO H and GALEX UV observations to trace star formation, SDSS optical to
trace the stellar component, Herschel submillimeter observations to observe dust, and so on.
I am heading the eort to examine the resolved Hi and H2 (via CO, a common tracer)
gas in these galaxies. Hi is the best tracer of a galaxy's rotation out to large radii, and
helps us the underlying dark matter distributions of each galaxy. Before star formation can
occur, Hi rst is converted to cold, dense H2. Molecular hydrogen is thus the best tracer for
potential future star formation, and will answer whether the galaxies aren't forming stars
eciently because Hi isn't being converted to H2, or because H2 is unable to nally collapse
into stars.
There are 34 galaxies in the HIghMass sample, and for a resolved gas study, several
hours of telescope time are needed to reach the required sensitivity for each galaxy. Our
coverage has therefore been heterogeneous, and spread out amongst several dierent facilities.
Hi synthesis observations were performed using three facilities: the Karl G. Jansky Very
Large Array (VLA)2, the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT)3, and the Westerbork
Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT)4. In addition, ve galaxies have been observed at the
Combined Array for Research in Millimeter Astronomy (CARMA), using the 12CO(1-0) line
as a tracer of molecular Hydrogen (H2). In Columns 9 and 10 of Table 3.1, I present the
resolved Hi and CO follow-up observation status of each of the HIghMass galaxies. In the
2The VLA is owned by the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO), a facility of the National
Science Foundation operated under cooperative agreement by Associated Universities, Inc.
3The GMRT is operated by the National Centre for Radio Astrophysics of the Tata Institute for Funda-
mental Research (NCRA-TIFR), a national center of the Government of India.
4WSRT is a facility of ASTRON, the Netherlands Institute for Radio Astronomy
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Galaxy log MHI log M W50 v d GF log SFR Hi H2
M M km s 1 km s 1 Mpc M yr 1
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
188749 10.14 9.50 136 10972 160 4.37 -0.39 G
4599 10.04 9.62 148 2071 32 2.63 -2.05
190796 10.14 9.76 123 8895 131 2.38 -0.22
721391 10.07 9.84 293 7537 112 1.70 0.32
190277 10.22 9.70 286 8658 128 3.28 0.07
5543 10.73 11.07 547 13737 201 0.46 1.25 V
5648 10.14 9.92 322 6862 103 1.66 0.34
5711 10.51 11.05 522 6253 94 0.29 1.03 V
203522 10.21 9.25 190 10886 160 9.20 0.47 G
6043 10.06 9.80 276 8148 121 1.81 0.22
6066 10.71 11.13 667 11807 174 0.38 0.88 V
6168 10.35 10.37 363 8073 120 0.95 0.57 V C
6536 10.58 10.87 430 6962 104 0.51 0.13 W
6692 10.37 10.56 390 6060 203 0.65 0.49
213964 10.08 9.39 88 9876 146 4.95 0.08 G
6895 10.65 11.24 490 6389 96 0.25 0.96 G
6967 10.23 10.00 253 3453 52 1.70 0.31
7220 10.52 10.59 443 8102 120 0.86 0.90 V C
7686 10.22 9.71 273 7510 112 3.21 0.39 G C
7899 10.42 10.49 433 8696 129 0.85 1.20 V C
8089 10.06 9.37 117 7142 106 4.90 -0.47 G
8408 10.26 10.24 290 7303 108 1.04 0.41
8475 10.66 11.28 591 6835 102 0.24 1.33 G
8573 10.53 10.89 152 6857 102 0.44 0.96 G C
8797 10.70 10.98 559 17104 248 0.53 0.79 V
9023 10.05 9.59 231 7203 106 2.87 0.04
248881 10.10 9.56 192 7660 113 3.44 0.38
9037 10.33 10.09 294 5939 88 1.75 0.56 V
726428 10.02 9.58 208 8892 130 2.73 -0.13
9234 10.68 10.75 589 10890 158 0.85 -0.02 W
9334 10.57 10.73 413 7493 110 0.70 1.02 V
714145 10.18 9.64 208 8892 121 3.44 -0.07
9410 10.19 10.10 317 8421 123 1.24 0.40
12506 10.53 10.46 457 7237 98 1.18 0.40 V
Table 3.1: The 34 Galaxies of the HIghMass sample, including Hi properties and follow-up observation status of each.
Bolded galaxies are examined in-depth in this thesis. Hi properties and distances are taken from Haynes et al. (2011). Column
1: AGC number of galaxy; Column 2: Hi mass; Column 3: stellar mass, from Huang et al. (2012a); Column 4: Velocity width
at half of peak emission; Column 5: heliocentric recessional velocity, in the optical convention; Column 6: distance to galaxy;
Column 7: gas fraction, dened as MHI=M; Column 8: star formation rate, from Huang et al. (2012a); Column 9: Hi synthesis
observation status, observed using either the (V)LA, (G)MRT, or (W)SRT or not observed (blank); Column 10: CO (tracer for
H2) synthesis observation status, observed using (C)ARMA or not observed (blank).
next Chapter, I present a brief sketch of the data reduction and analysis methods that I
employ for these resolved gas studies.
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CHAPTER 4
SYNTHESIS OBSERVATIONS & DATA REDUCTION
This chapter is an overview of the data reduction methodology used to obtain the results
in Chapters 5 and 6. This chapter includes a description of my methods: I summarize our
observations in x4.1, present the basic data pipeline is in x4.2, and give overviews of how
numerical measures are obtained in x4.3. A much more in-depth discussion can be found in
Appendix A.
4.1 Observations and Observing Strategy
This section is an extremely brief overview of the concepts of radio interferometry obser-
vations. A more thorough discussion of the basics of radio interferometry can be found in
Thompson (1999).
The most simplistic description of a radio interferometer is that it is a number of radio
receivers which work together to act as a single radio telescope with much higher resolution.
An individual dish has a resolution   =D, where  is the wavelength of observation and
D is the diameter of the telescope. An interferometer has a resolution of   =b, where b
is a typical distance between two receivers.
The basic data products of interferometer observation are known as visibilities. The
signals received at every individual dish are sent to a correlator at a central location. Because
each receiver is at a dierent physical location, they each measure a slightly dierent phase
from the source in the sky, even if the source is emitting perfectly coherently (see Figure
4.1). The correlator multiplies and time averages every pair of observations (a \baseline")
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of radio interferometry with two dishes (and thus one baseline pair). The
source in the sky emits radio waves, which reach Earth, with wavefronts depicted. The signals are
transmitted to a central location where a correlator multiplies and time averages the signals from
each individual baseline pair.
to get two quantities: an amplitude and a relative phase between the two receivers. Each
baseline probes a Fourier component of the source's 2-D distribution, based on their distance
and orientation.
Figure 4.2 shows a plot of the baselines for one two-hour observation block of UGC 9037.
u and v are the east-west and north-south directions, respectively. Each point represents a
single baseline pair (and thus, a sample of a single Fourier component). The \snowake"
pattern of the visibilities is a characteristic of the VLA, whose receivers are arranged in a
Y-pattern, and the \smearing" of each point is due to the rotation of the Earth between
individual integrations.
The CASA task clean takes these visibilities and Fourier transforms them to produce a
data cube. Two of the data cube's axes are the physical, in right ascension and declination
on the sky, and the third is in frequency (or velocity space, for a known spectral line).
Figure 4.3 is a channel map of UGC 9037, showing slices through its data cube at dierent
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Figure 4.2: UV Coverage for a single two-hour observation block of UGC 9037. Each data point
represents a baseline, integrated over a few minutes. u is east-west direction of baselines, v is
north-south.
Figure 4.3: Channel maps of UGC 9037. Each shows the spatial structure of the galaxy at a
particular velocity; each is separated by 28 km s 1.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of our data reduction pipeline showing how the raw data (the visibilities)
are used to create the data cubes, from which all of the data products are derived.
velocities. The Hi in UGC 9037 is organized into a well-ordered rotating disk, yielding the
classic \buttery" pattern observed in its channel map.
4.2 Data Pipeline
Figure 4.4 shows a schematic overview of how each of the data products are related, from
visibilities to data cubes to rotation curves. Data reduction is done mostly using NRAO's
CASA1 software. I use standard CASA routines to ag poor data, perform calibrations,
and produce cleaned image cubes. CASA is also used to make moment maps. As CASA is
still under development and is optimized for continuum, rather than spectral line analysis, I
supplement CASA with the older GIPSY2 software when necessary. GIPSY is used in tting
rotation curves and nding dark matter distributions.
1The Common Astronomy Software Applications package is under development by the NRAO.
2The Groningen Image Processing SYstem was developed at the Kapteyn Astronomical Institute.
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Figure 4.5: Hi integrated ux map of UGC 9037. (left) Only the ux map, with contours overlaid.
Contours begin at 4, with each each increase at 2. (right) Contours of the Hi ux map overlaid
onto an SDSS optical image of UGC 9037.
4.2.1 Moment Maps and Position-Velocity Diagrams
Because 3-D data cubes are dicult both to visualize and to operate on computationally,
it is traditional to collapse the data along a particular axis, producing a 2-D map. I use
three dierent types of 2-D representations of the data: integrated ux maps (or \moment
0" maps), velocity elds (or \moment 1" maps), and position-velocity (PV) diagrams.
An integrated ux map is simply a sum along the frequency axis of all of the emission
in the galaxy, giving a quick spatial representation of where the gas in the galaxy is. The
actual calculation of the ux map is actually slightly more complex than this: because the
noise increases as
p
channels, I mask out regions where there is only noise and no emission,
reducing the noise in the nal image. Figure 4.5 (left) shows such an Hi ux map of UGC
9037, with contours overlaid. One can quickly see from this map that the emission in the
galaxy is peaked in the center, and its general orientation. If I add in an optical image
(right), we can also measure how extended the Hi emission is compared to the stellar light.
A velocity eld is a weighted average velocity at each position in the galaxy. It gives a
quick idea of whether the galaxy is rotating (as it should be for a spiral) or dominated by
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Figure 4.6: Velocity eld of the Hi of UGC 9037. Colors indicate velocity with isovelocity contours
overlaid; each contour is a change by 20km s 1.
Figure 4.7: Position-Velocity Diagram of UGC 9037, taken along the major axis.
random motion (as happens in some gas clouds, galaxies with very low rotational velocities,
and ellipticals). We can also look for deviations from smooth rotation. Figure 4.6 shows
us the Hi velocity eld for UGC 9037. We can see that UGC 9037 appears to be rotating
with a smooth gradient across the galaxy, with no warps or perturbations readily apparent.
However, later we shall see with more complex analysis that the galaxy's disk is not to simple
as it rst appears.
A position-velocity diagram, instead of removing the frequency axis, removes a spatial
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axis. Generally PV diagrams are aligned along the major axis of the galaxy, taking a \slice"
through the cube. While showing a very dierent view than the velocity eld, it gives much
of the same information. However, its allow us for probing a more complex velocity structure
that cannot be encompassed by a single value. Figure 4.7 shows the PV diagram for UGC
9037. We can see that the galaxy has a very smooth rotation, which increases nearly linearly
from the center of the galaxy, until it reaches a maximum value and becomes at.
4.3 Analysis
4.3.1 Rotation Curves
A rotation curve indicates the characteristic orbital velocity in a galaxy at a given radius
from the center. In general, it is assumed that orbits in a galaxy are circular, with any
deviation from circular orbits thrown into the catch-all category \non-circular motion," which
encompasses everything from elliptical orbits to widespread inows.
Tilted ring ts (GIPSY task rotcur) model the gas in each galaxy as a series of con-
centric rings, each of which can have an independent inclination (angle that the normal to
the galaxy disk points away from the viewer), position angle on the sky (the alignment of
the major axis of the galaxy, measured east of north), rotation velocity and a non-circular
velocity. These tilted ring models are then compared to the velocity eld of the galaxy, and
adjusted until reasonable agreement is achieved. Tilted ring ts do an excellent job of tting
galaxies which have reasonably low inclinations (i . 80), but for highly inclined galaxies,
the velocity eld is a poor tracer of a galaxy's velocity structure, and we t directly on the
PV diagram.
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4.3.2 Mass Models
I treat each galaxy as being composed of up to ve dierent components: Hi, H2, Helium,
Stars, and Dark Matter. The Helium is assumed to be well-mixed with the hydrogen, and
is merely a 1.33 multiplicative conversion factor to the Hi and H2 masses, and thus I only
consider four independent components.
HI
Given the position angles and inclinations as derived from our rotation curves, it is straight-
forward to calculate deprojected Hi surface densities. This is done by placing the rings from
the tilted ring ts onto the integrated ux map, and averaging the intensity over each ring
(using GIPSY task ellint). The intensity is then converted to total Hi mass using standard
methods:
MHI = 2:356 105 Sint
1Jy km s 1


d
1Mpc
2
(4.1)
where Sint is the integrated ux and d is the distance to the galaxy. The deprojected surface
densities are simply a factor of cos i lower than the calculated value.
For highly inclined galaxies, this method is a poor estimate of the surface density, as
each position on the sky will cross several rings. For this I use the Lucy method (Lucy 1974;
Warmels 1988; GIPSY task radial). Briey, the Lucy method reduces the problem to one
dimension by summing the integrated ux map along the minor axis of the galaxy, then
iteratively producing models until one closely matches the observed sky ux distribution.
In addition to nding the surface density prole, I also measure a quantity known as
the Hi radius. Broeils and Rhee (1997) found a tight linear relationship between a galaxy's
total Hi mass (log MHI) and the diameter at which its deprojected surface density. This
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relationship was later extended to higher gas-fraction objects of the `BlueDisks' sample
(Wang et al. 2013; see Equation 3 of Broeils and Rhee 1997):
logRHI = 0:51 logMHI   3:63 (4.2)
I calculate an Hi radius for each galaxy by tting an exponential prole to the Hi density
and using it to estimate the radius where where HI = 1 M pc 2. For galaxies for which
an exponential prole is inappropriate, I t a straight line over a few channels where the
surface density approaches 1 M pc 2.
Molecular Hydrogen (H2)
For the H2 masses, calculations are a bit more complex. One must assume a conversion
factor between the observed CO luminosity L0CO (in units of K km s
 1 pc2) and the total H2
mass, known as CO. The conversion factor is known to vary signicantly with metallicity
and redshift (e.g. Wilson 1995, Arimoto et al. 1996). Even though the HIghMass galaxies
are gas-dominated and have poor star formation rates, they all have stellar masses & 1010
M, and thus I expect them to have metallicities similar to the Milky Way. I thus follow
Saintonge et al. (2011a) and use a Milky Way value for CO averaged over several recent
measurements (Strong and Mattox 1996; Dame et al. 2001; Blitz et al. 2007; Draine et al.
2007; Heyer et al. 2009; Abdo et al. 2010), CO = 3:2M(K km s 1 pc2) 1. Given the
conversion factor, we can then compute the total H2 mass following Solomon et al. (1997):
MH2 = L
0
COCO = 3:25 105COSCO 2d2 (4.3)
where SCO is the total integrated CO ux in Jy km s
 1 (which are our intensity map units)
and  is the rest frequency of the line in GHz, which for 12CO(1-0) is 115.271 GHz. With
this conversion made, the deprojected surface densities of H2 can be calculated in a manner
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analogous to that of Hi, depending on whether the galaxy is nearly face-on, inclined, or
nearly edge-on.
Stellar Masses
Compared to our global stellar mass estimates (Huang et al. 2012a; Huang et al. 2012b),
nding from optical photometry a robust measure of how a galaxy's stellar mass distribution
is more complex. Among other considerations, it requires an understanding of how the
metallicity and extinction change with radius. However, our primary interest in a stellar
mass density model is in determining its contribution to rotation curves in order to model
each galaxy's dark matter content. Since the HIghMass galaxies have MHI  M and stellar
mass is quite concentrated towards the center of galaxies compared to the gas, the accuracy
of the local stellar mass model is less important than the total stellar mass. To that end,
we roughly approximate stellar mass using the following method: elliptical apertures are
t to the optical SDSS image and corrected for Galactic extinction. Internal extinction is
ignored because its variation with radius is unknown. Then, the magnitudes are converted
into stellar masses using the the M=Li and g   r color relations and diet Salpeter initial
mass function of Bell et al. (2003). The surface densities are deprojected by rescaling the
stellar mass surface densities such that the total integrated mass is equal to the global value.
This procedure assumes that the stars are distributed in a innitely thin disk. I again stress
that this method is not intended to give the most accurate distribution of stellar mass, but
rather to give a rough estimate of where the bulk of the stellar mass is located.
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Dark Matter
I use the GIPSY task rotmas to t dark matter distributions to rotation curves. The
rotmod task calculates the gaseous (Hi, Helium, and, where detected, H2) and stellar
contributions to the galaxy rotation. The amplitude of rotation unaccounted for by the
stellar and atomic gas components is ascribed to the dark matter:
V 2obs = V
2
gas + V
2
 + V
2
DM (4.4)
I model two dierent spherically symmetric dark matter density proles: the pseudo-
isothermal model (ISO), and the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW; Navarro et al. 1997) model.
More details and the exact functional form of the velocity for the two models can be found
in xA.6.4.
The ISO model is motivated by two observations: the rotation curves of galaxies approach
a constant value (they are \at") at large radii, and they go to zero smoothly at a radius
of zero. The ISO model generally does an excellent job of tting a range of galaxies, from
dwarf galaxies to massive spirals. However, it has no theoretical motivation. The NFW
prole, on the other hand, is motivated by distributions of collisionless CDM dark matter
halos observed in numerical simulations. However, in the literature it is observed that NFW
proles do a very poor job of tting the rotation curves of both gas-rich dwarf galaxies (e.g.
Weldrake et al. 2003; Salucci et al. 2003; Trachternach et al. 2008) and low surface brightness
galaxies (LSB; e.g. McGaugh and de Blok 1998; Kuzio de Naray et al. 2008; Kuzio de Naray
et al. 2009). For a recent review, see de Blok (2010).
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4.3.3 Spin Parameters
The spin parameter  of the dark matter halo is a dimensionless measure of a halo's angular
momentum and is dened as (Peebles 1971):
 =
J jEj1=2
GM5=2
(4.5)
where J , E, and M are the halo's total angular momentum, energy, and mass. One unfor-
tunate problem for anyone hoping to t a dark matter halo's spin parameter is that almost
any  can t xed NFW halo parameters c and R200 or pseudo-isothermal RC and 0. In
simulations,  has shown to be only weakly correlated to other halo parameters, with quite
large spread (Neto et al. 2007; Maccio et al. 2007), and so we cannot simply use our rotation
curve derived halo properties to constrain the value of . Instead, I use a novel method to
estimate the spin parameter by a more direct calculation, nding J , E, and M in turn.
To simplify computation, it is often assumed that the coupling between the dark and
baryonic matter is such that the angular momentum per unit mass j of the dark matter and
for the baryons jb are equal (e.g. Mo et al. 1998, Boissier and Prantzos 2000). The same is
true for studies of observed galaxy populations (e.g. Hernandez et al. 2007, Cervantes-Sodi
and Hernandez 2009, Huang et al. 2012a), which we desire to compare our results with. As
such, these calculations are really tracing the so-called modied spin parameter 0 = jb=j.
For the rest of this dissertation, when I refer to the spin parameter, or , we are properly
talking about the modied spin parameter 0. I then calculate the total angular momentum
of the dark matter halo:
J =
M
MHI
X
i
MHI;iViri (4.6)
under the assumption that the gas adequately traces the baryonic angular momentum per
unit mass. In most cases, one cannot adequately t tilted rings out to the edge of emission
in neither UGC 9037 nor UGC 12506. However, in spiral galaxies, the rotation will either
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completely attened or is be very at out to this point, and so I assume that a constant
velocity continues out to the edge of the Hi emission.
I assume that the halos are virialized, and so can estimate their total energy from their
kinetic energy. As discussed later in x5.5, a pseudo-isothermal dark matter model ts both
galaxies well. The energy of a pseudo-isothermal dark matter halo can be calculated approx-
imately out to large radii (r  RC), where most of the mass and energy reside. Here the
pseudo-isothermal model approaches an isothermal halo, which has energy:
jEj = jT + U j = T  1
2
MV 2C (4.7)
where VC is the maximum circular velocity of the halo and M is the total mass of the dark
matter halo. Using the NFW t instead of the pseudo-isothermal changes the estimate in
the total energy by only a few percent, and should have little eect on our nal results.
I estimate our total halo masses using the results of Papastergis et al. (2012). Those
authors use abundance matching to relate each observed galaxy's baryonic mass (dened
as stellar and Hi) to a simulated halo mass: the galaxies with the highest baryonic masses
are matched with the most massive halos, and so on. In this way, every halo mass can be
associated with an average baryonic mass of the galaxy it hosts.
I also use the above method to calculate spin parameters of dark matter halos for the
THINGS galaxies (Walter et al. 2008; de Blok et al. 2008), using their rotation curves and
mass models. The THINGS galaxies act as a reference sample of more `typical' local galaxies
than the HIghMass sample. However, note that while THINGS galaxies are more `typical'
than the HIghMass galaxies, THINGS is only observing very local (d  10 Mpc) galaxies in
order to get the best possible sensitivity and resolution, and is not in any way a representative
sample of the local universe.
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Instead, they will act as another way to verify the eectiveness of the above method to
calculate spin parameters via comparison to spin parameters empirically-derived from optical
properties (e.g. Hernandez et al. 2007, Huang et al. 2012a) or from simulation (e.g. Shaw
et al. 2006). Discussion of spin parameters and evaluation of this method is presented in
x5.5.
4.3.4 Stability and Star Formation Thresholds
I use three theoretical measures to investigate where star formation is expected to occur.
These criteria are then compared with our H images, which accurately trace recent massive
(& 10 M) star formation.
First is the Toomre Q parameter (Toomre 1964), which indicates the surface density at
which an innitely thin disk is unstable to radially symmetric perturbations, and thus the
gas can rapidly collapse. In practice, this threshold is never reached, but below some nite
fraction (usually  0:4), star formation is observed to be inecient. Our Toomre Q plotted
curves will thus actually be 0:4 QHI.
The second threshold is put forth by Hunter et al. (1998), who argue that the dierential
rotation in a galaxy between the gas at two dierent radii is the dominant stabilizing factor.
Generally this criteria is best motivated for dwarf galaxies and low surface brightness galaxies,
where the rotation curve is rising across most of the disk.
The third threshold is a model by Schaye (2004), and is designed to identify, based on
surface densities and the local UV radiation eld, when a cold phase of Hi can form. As Hi
must form a cold phase before collapsing to H2 and nally stars, Schaye (2004) argues that
this criterion should identify regions of a galaxy where star formation can be ecient.
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In addition to these theoretical measures, I also consider the gas surface densities at
which Hi becomes saturated and H2 is observationally found to dominate over Hi. Rarely is
Hi with surface densities above 10 M pc 2 observed in the local universe. Generally, any
gas in excess of 10 M pc 2 is found to be in the form of H2 rather than Hi.
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CHAPTER 5
HI CASE STUDIES: UGC 9037 AND UGC 12506
This chapter presents an in-depth examination of two galaxies from the HIghMass sample,
UGC 9037 and UGC 12506 using the data reduction and analysis techniques discussed in
x4. For both I have completed Hi synthesis observations, but neither has been observed in
CO and thus their H2 masses and distributions are unfortunately unknown. Additionally,
the two galaxies have quite dierent histories, spanning the range of our HIghMass galaxy
hypotheses. UGC 9037 appears to have recently acquired its gas and is on the cusp of a major
star formation event, while UGC 12506 appears to be a galaxy with a high spin parameter
. This chapter is largely an excerpt from Hallenbeck et al. (2014), which has recently been
accepted for publication in the AJ.
The layout of this chapter is as follows: in x5.1, I present the results of the VLA calibration
of UGC 9037 and UGC 12506. In x5.2 and x5.3 I present an overview of each galaxy, including
its basic optical, star formation, and gas properties. x5.4 presents the gas surface density
proles and stability for both galaxies, while x5.5 presents what I have derived about the
dark matter content of each galaxy. x5.6 discusses what I believe to be the evolutionary
history of each galaxy, and x5.7 summarizes my ndings.
5.1 Calibration Checks
As global spectra and spectra-derived quantities are the primary data products of ALFALFA,
I use these to evaluate the quality of the VLA observations, determine whether signicant
ux was missed, and double-check my data reduction approach. Figure 5.1 shows the global
VLA spectra for UGC 9037 and UGC 12506. The spectra were produced by integrating
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Figure 5.1: Hi spectra of UGC 9037 (above) and UGC 12506 (below). Both the ALFALFA
spectrum (blue dashed lines) and the VLA spectrum (red solid lines) are plotted. The VLA
recovered uxes agree within 5-10% of the ALFALFA values, but the VLA spectrum for UGC 9037
has signicantly more ux in the blueshifted peak than what is observed in ALFALFA.
the data cubes where the ux map indicates that signicant (> 3) emission exists. The
single-dish ALFALFA spectra from the Hi archive1 are overplotted. Qualitatively, The VLA
spectrum of UGC 12506 closely matches the ALFALFA spectrum. The one for UGC 9037 is
less well-matched: the there is signicantly more emission in the VLA spectrum compared to
the ALFALFA spectrum, particularly in the blueshifted horn of the prole. I do not believe
that this asymmetry is real and thus originates either from the higher noise characteristics of
the VLA spectrum, or from the uncertainties in the overall ux scale in the VLA observations.
1http://arecibo.tc.cornell.edu/hiarchive/alfalfa/default.php
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Galaxy Instrument Flux W50 Vsys
Jy km s 1 kms s 1 kms s 1
(1) (2) (3)
UGC 9037 VLA 12:68 0:34 301:8 2:6 5943:0 1:8
ALFALFA 11:51 0:1 294  2 5939  1
Dierence () 3.3 2.4 1.9
UGC 12506 VLA 14:45 0:34 461:6 3:0 7235:8 1:5
ALFALFA 14:82 0:11 457  5 7237  2:5
Dierence () 1.0 0.8 0.41
Table 5.1: Comparison of derived quantities from the VLA and ALFALFA spectrum of each galaxy
(see Figure 5.1). Derivation of ALFALFA measurements is discussed in Haynes et al. (2011); VLA
measurements are derived from spectra in the same way, but with W50 measurements corrected for
instrumental broadening as discussed Springob et al. (2005); Column 1: The total integrated ux
density of the galaxy; Column 2: The full velocity width at half of the peak emission; Column 3:
The systemic heliocentric velocity of the galaxy, using the optical convention. All reported errors
are 1- uncertainties using standard propagation of uncertainty.
Table 5.1 contains the tted total integrated uxes, velocity widths, and systemic veloc-
ities of the galaxies from the VLA and ALFALFA observations. A qualitative comparison
shows that there are no detectable dierences between the spectra for UGC 12506 from
ALFALFA and the VLA (. 1). For UGC 9037, unsurprisingly, the two spectra match
more poorly, with the systemic velocity and W50 values being only in reasonable agreement
(. 2). The excess emission observed in UGC 9037 is such that there is overall 9% more
integrated ux in the VLA spectrum of this galaxy compared to the ALFALFA spectrum,
a 3 dierence. However, as calibration uncertainties for interferometric observations are
typically 5%-10%, this is not a major concern.
5.2 Overview of UGC 9037
Figure 5.2 shows an optical image from the SDSS of UGC9037. It is a fairly inclined (i  60)
spiral galaxy with a weak bar. Its spiral arms appear quite blue, indicating a healthy star
formation rate (which is conrmed by H observations, discussed below), while its center
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Figure 5.2: An optical false-color SDSS (g, r, and i bands) image of UGC 9037.
is red, indicating that the light there is dominated by older, less massive stars. While this
could be an indication that the star formation in the center of the galaxy is weak, our H
observations (below) indicate that star formation in the galaxy's center is healthy, and in
fact is highly peaked (Huang et al. 2014, in review). Instead, it is likely that the red color is a
result of a large old stellar population dominating the optical emission, rather than younger,
bluer stars.
Figure 5.3 presents images of UGC 9037 in several dierent bands. At the Hubble ow
distance of  89 Mpc (assuming H0 = 70km s 1 Mpc 1), each arcsecond corresponds to 0.42
kpc, and so with a clean beam of  600, the VLA observations have a resolution of roughly 2.5
kpc. The top left panel is a SDSS optical image, with contours from our integrated ux map
overlaid. The contours begin at 2 signicance (NHI = 10
21 cm 2), and increase by 2 at
each additional contour. On the scale of the beam, signicant substructure is clearly visible.
The peak of central Hi emission is slightly displaced from the optical center of the galaxy,
and the spiral arm features to the south are clearly visible in Hi. A weak bar is optically
visible, but I do not have the resolution in Hi to determine any relationship between the
stellar population and Hi there.
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Figure 5.3: Images of UGC 9037, which has an inclination of  60. (top) Hi intensity map.
Contours begin at 4 (NHI = 10
21 cm 2), and increase by 2 at each additional contour. The
contours are overlaid on a false-color SDSS image (g, r, and i bands) with each color channel
adjusted for maximum contrast. (middle) H image of UGC 9037 from Huang et al. (2014, in
review), with Hi density contours overlaid. Hi emission is tightly peaked near the center of the
galaxy and does not extend signicantly beyond the stellar disk; the H shows signicant star
formation in the spiral arms which smoothly decreases with radius. (bottom) Moment 1 velocity
eld. Isovelocity contours are stepped at 20 km s 1.
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One interesting feature is that even though UGC 9037 is gas dominated (GF> 1), its
Hi does not appear to be more extended beyond its optical radius compared to less gas-rich
objects of similar stellar mass. The `Bluedisks' sample examined by Wang et al. (2013)
includes galaxies of similar stellar mass but GF  0:3. For that sample, typical ratios of
Hi radius (RHI; where the deprojected HI = 1 M pc 2) to optical radius (R25; where the
B-band surface brightness reaches 25 mag 00 2) are 0:1 < log(RHI=R25) < 0:4 at the same
stellar mass. UGC 9037 has a value in the center of that range, log(RHI=R25) = 0:26.
If we consider only the radius of the Hi itself, we also nd that UGC 9037 is not extended
compared to other galaxies of similar Hi mass. For a galaxy with the Hi mass of UGC 9037,
Broeils and Rhee (1997) predict an Hi radius of 44  4 kpc, in good agreement with the
observed 42:1  0:7 kpc. From the optical and Hi radii alone, it would appear that UGC
9037 is a `normal' spiral galaxy which has simply been scaled up to a high Hi mass and gas
fraction.
The middle panel of Figure 5.3 is an H image of UGC 9037 with the same Hi contours
overlaid. Star formation is conned to the spiral arms and bar and decreases smoothly out
to the edge of detectable emission at 25 kpc.
The bottom panel is the moment 1 velocity eld, with contours spaced by 20 km s 1.
The eld shows smooth, well-dened velocities across the extent of Hi emission, but some
deviations from perfect rotational motion can be seen: there is a twist in the isovelocity
contours near the galaxy center along the major axis.
Figure 5.4 shows a position-velocity map, made by taking a slice through the data cube
along the average position angle of the galaxy (11 west of north), 2000 wide, through the
center of the cube. The velocity structure of UGC 9037 is very clean: at every position
along the galaxy, there is a single, narrow range over which Hi emission is present. The only
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Figure 5.4: Position-Velocity (PV) diagram of UGC 9037, depicting a slice taken through the
center of the data cube at the average position angle of the galaxy (-11). Velocities are observed
velocities on the sky, not corrected for inclination. Negative positions are south of the galaxy
center, positive positions are to the north. Overplotted points are the tted rotation curve (see
Figure 5.5), projected onto the sky. The PV diagram is consistend with a rapidly rising rotation
curve which quickly reaches the maximum rotation velocity; some evidence of decline is seen on
the approaching side.
asymmetry in the galaxy is the mismatch of the radial extent of the approaching and receding
sides of the galaxy also apparent in Figure 5.3. While the rotation of the receding (north) side
of the galaxy can be traced only to 25 kpc, the approaching (south) side is more extended,
with emission still easily visible to & 40 kpc. The derived rotation curve is over-plotted on
the diagram, projected onto the sky, and matches very well, but the asymmetric nature of
the emission is not captured in the rotation curve, which is assumed to be symmetric.
The decomposition of UGC 9037 into tilted rings appears in Figure 5.5. All four panels
are plotted as a function of deprojected radius to the tted rotational center. The black
lled points and solid lines are for the best-t model. In the top left panel is the rotational
velocity. The rotation curve of UGC 9037 rises quickly, and by 20 kpc has reached its
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Figure 5.5: Decomposition of UGC 9037 into tilted rings t to the velocity eld. Subgraphs are
(top left) rotational velocity, corrected for inclination; (top right) expansion, or radial velocity
of the rings; (lower left) position angle of rings, measured east from north (all tted angles are
negative, and thus the semimajor axis is slightly west of north); (lower right) inclination of rings;
0 is face on. The rotational velocity rises quickly to a maximum rotational velocity of 160 km
s 1 after 20 kpc, qualitatively matching the PV diagram (see Figure 5.4). Across the disk, there are
clear indications of noncircular gas motions: the gaseous disk is rapidly rotating, but also showing
non-circular velocities. The disk geometry is quite at, with the position angle and inclination
varying by only 5-10 across the entire galaxy.
maximum of 160 km s 1, then shows signs of decline. The top right panel presents the
expansion velocities of the rings. These velocities are negative in the rotcur model, but
without knowing which side of the disk is closest, it is not possible to determine whether
these velocities represent inow or outow. There are non-circular velocities at all radii,
although only within 20 kpc does each individual point become signicant. The average
non-circular velocity is  14:4  1:2 km s 1, approximately 9% of the maximum rotation
speed of 160:2 7:3 km s 1.
Are these non-circular velocities real and signicant? One problem with tting tilted
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ring model rotation curves is that disk geometry is degenerate with non-circular velocities:
one can, by varying the position angle and inclination of the disk, allow for any choice of
`expansion velocity' (e.g. Schoenmakers et al. 1997; Sellwood and Sanchez 2010). However,
it is well known that the inner regions of real galaxy disks are very at, and our best-tting
model is also quite at. The position angle (measured east of north; lower left) and inclination
(lower right) only vary by a few degrees over the entire disk, although outside of 20 kpc,
the disk shows some slight bending (i  10). Forcing the non-circular velocities to zero
requires the inner disk to twist quite strongly ( PA  15), strongly counter-indicating
such a model. The inner 10 kpc of our model disk does appear to twist slightly ( PA
 5), although such changes are within our uncertainties. This small twisting could be an
indication of the t following the bar and spiral arms apparent in the optical image and
Hi intensity map. Such a twisting is observed in resolved studies of nearby galaxies (e.g.,
Chemin et al. 2009 and Corbelli et al. 2010). However, unlike those authors' ndings, xing
the position angle in the inner disk does not remove the eect.
Second, note that while the tilted ring model implemented by rotcur can probe some
non-circular motions, it is primarily designed to model at disks dominated by rotational
motions with possible warping at large radii; the only non-circular motions it can account
for are axisymmetric radial ows. To supplement the rotcur results, I use the DiskFit
package (Spekkens and Sellwood 2007; Sellwood and Sanchez 2010; Kuzio de Naray et al.
2012), which ts more realistic at disk models to the observed data. I t three models using
DiskFit: a pure rotational model, a model which allows for radial ows, and one which models
bisymmetric (bar-like) ows. The at disk geometry is allowed to vary in the models, and in
all cases I nd values that are consistent with the average values obtained by rotcur. Figure
5.6 presents the resulting model velocity elds (top) and residuals compared to the moment
1 map (bottom), for the pure rotational (left), radial ow (middle) and bisymmetric ow
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(right) models. The model velocity elds have isovelocity contours every 20 km s 1, and the
color bar for the residuals spans -10 km s 1 to 10 km s 1. As with rotcur, a pure rotational
model ts the inner disk poorly: the residuals show opposite systematic trends in the east
and west halves of the inner disk. By eye, the radial and bisymmetric ow models appear to
have nearly identical residuals, and both reproduce the inner velocity eld twist (Figure 5.3,
bottom panel). Both non-circular ow models present plausible representations of the data:
it is not possible to distinguish between the two using the quality of the t (Spekkens and
Sellwood 2007). However, the presence of a weak bar in UGC 9037 (Figure 5.3, top panel)
suggests that bar-like ows are the most likely explanation for the observed non-circular
motions, although streaming motions toward the galaxy center may also be consistent with
the picture that UGC 9037 is on the verge of undergoing intense star formation. All three
models show some systematic trends in their residuals at large radii; this may be related
to the slight warping seen at large radii in the rotcur rotation curve, which has not been
taken account in DiskFit.
5.3 UGC 12506: Images and Rotation Curve
Figure 5.7 shows an optical image from the SDSS of UGC12506. It is a spiral galaxy, but
so highly inclined (i  86) that more specic classication is not possible from this image
alone. Like UGC 9037, we observe a large, blue disk with a red center. Here, however, it is
not clear that the redness is due to a large old stellar population rather than extinction due
to its extreme inclination. The galaxy is asymmetric optically: the visible emission extends
signicantly further to the west (right) than to the east (left) from the red center. Directly
south of the galaxy is what appears to be a companion galaxy but is actually more likely
a higher-redshift background galaxy. I believe this because while the \companion" appears
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Figure 5.6: (top) Model velocity elds of UGC 9037 created with DiskFit, with solid lines every
20 km s 1; (bottom) residuals with respect to the observed velocity eld (see Figure 5.3, bottom
panel). The residual color scale ranges from  10 km s 1(purple) to +10 km s 1(red). (left) Model
with pure rotational velocities, (middle) model allowing for symmetric radial ows, and (right)
model allowing for bisymmetric (bar-like) ows. The residuals of the pure rotation model are
correlated, and have opposite signs in the east and west halves of the inner disk, showing this
model to be a poor t to the data. The residuals for the radial and bisymmetric ow models are
of nearly equal quality.
quite bright and blue in the optical image, I detect neither H nor Hi coincident with the
galaxy at the redshifts of our observations.
In the same format as Figure 5.3, Figure 5.8 presents images of UGC 12506. At the Hubble
ow distance of 98 Mpc (assuming H0 = 70km s
 1 Mpc 1), each arcsecond corresponds to
0.48 kpc, and so with a clean beam of  600, the VLA observations have a resolution of
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Figure 5.7: An optical false-color SDSS (g, r, and i bands) image of UGC 12506.
roughly 2.9 kpc. The top panel shows Hi contours overlaid on a SDSS optical image of
UGC 12506. The contours begin at 4 signicance (NHI = 8:0  1020 cm 2), and increase
by 2 at each additional contour. UGC 12506 is very large galaxy. Its optical radius is 40
kpc, and the Hi can be traced beyond 60 kpc. Like UGC 9037, it has a typical, but lower,
log(RHI=R25) = 0:16. Similarly, the predicted Hi radius for a galaxy of its Hi mass (from
Equation 4.2) is 56  4 kpc, in agreement with the observed 58  2 kpc. From the optical
and Hi radii, the galaxy appears fairly typical for its stellar and Hi masses.
In the optical image there are two interlopers, neither of which is connected with UGC
12506. To the east, there is a star nearly coincident with a small overdensity of Hi, and to
the south, intersecting with UGC 12506 is a galaxy at higher redshift.
The middle panel of Figure 5.8 shows our H image of UGC 12506. UGC 12506 shows
star formation smoothly spread throughout the disk. The eastern overdensity of Hi shows no
signicant star formation. The bottom panel of Figure 5.8 is the velocity eld. Isovelocity
contours are spaced every 20 km s 1. The galaxy shows ordered rotation out to the edge of
where emission is detectable. The velocity eld of UGC 12506 is more complex compared to
the smooth UGC 9037. This is an eect of the high inclination of the disk; I do not believe
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Figure 5.8: Images of UGC 12506, which has an inclination of  86. Panel sequence is analogous
to that in Figure 5.3; the 4 here is NHI = 8:4  1020 cm 2. Here the Hi is extended beyond the
stellar disk (logRHI=R25 = 0:26), a value typical for galaxies of similar stellar mass and lower gas
fraction (see Wang et al. 2013). The H shows that star formation occurs across the entire optical
disk.
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Figure 5.9: Position-Velocity diagram of UGC 12506, depicting a slice taken through the center of
the data cube at the position angle of the entire galaxy (-99.7). Velocities are observed velocities
on the sky, not corrected for inclination. Negative positions are east of the galaxy center, positive
positions are to the west. Overplotted points are the tted rotation curve, allowing for the signicant
asymmetry in the approaching and receding arms, as t to the PV diagram. UGC 12506's PV
diagram shows much more complex structure as emission is not conned to a narrow range of
velocities at each position. This is due to the high inclination of UGC 12506 (i  86): at every
o-center position a range of projected velocities are compatible with a single rotational velocity.
that the closed contours indicate a real decrease in the rotation curve. The inclination of
UGC 12506 is high (i = 86), causing the velocity eld to be a poor indicator of the rotational
velocity of the galaxy|a position-velocity diagram is required.
Figure 5.9 shows the position-velocity diagram for UGC 12506, produced in the same
fashion as Figure 5.3, except that the major axis is along 99.7 west of north. The galaxy's
high (& 80) inclination combined with the nite Hi beam size means that there is a broad
range of velocities present at every position along the major axis, rather than a single velocity.
The envelope tting method (see xA.5.2 for details) smoothly traces the maximum observed
velocities. There is some asymmetry in the approaching (eastern) and receding (western)
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Figure 5.10: Rotation curve of UGC 12506, the average of the approaching and receding sides, as
observed in Figure 5.9, and corrected for inclination. The lines represent the rotation curve on the
receding (solid) and approaching (dashed) sides of the galaxy, while the points are the average of
the two. The entire galaxy is assumed to have a single inclination (i = 86:4) and positional angle
(PA = 99:7 west of north). Like UGC 9037, the rotation curve rises rapidly, but unlike UGC 9037
it shows signs of decline at large radii.
sides of the galaxy in both the shape and length of the arms. The receding side is detectable
only to  50 kpc from the galaxy center, while the approaching side is detectable to  70
kpc.
UGC 12506's rotation curve, calculated from the PV diagram, is presented in Figure
5.10. The two lines show the receding (solid) and approaching (dashed) arms of the galaxy.
The rotation curve rises quickly and reaches a maximum velocity of  250km s 1.
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5.4 Gas Stability and Star Formation
Figure 5.11 shows the deprojected Hi surface densities (thick black lines) of UGC 9037 (top)
and UGC 12506 (bottom) as a function of radius from the center of the galaxy. Also plotted
are the thresholds for axisymmetric gravitational instability (Q; dotted red lines), shear
instability (A; dashed green lines), for a cold phase to form (S04; dash-dotted purple
lines), and where Hi is observed to saturate ( 10 M pc 2; cyan dashed triple-dotted line).
The central Hi density is quite high in UGC 9037, reaching almost 14 M pc 2, larger
than the 10 M pc 2 where Hi is observed to saturate. In the THINGS sample, high surface
densities are only observed in NGC 3077 (whose gas is highly disturbed and asymmetric) and
NGC 4214 (which is an irregular galaxy). Compared to UGC 9037, both have over an order
of magnitude less mass in stars and Hi (HIHI  M  9). In addition, over the entire disk,
the Hi density exceeds our Q criterion, indicating that the gas is marginally unstable. In
this interpretation, the non-circular motions detected in the velocity eld may represent in-
owing gas to fuel the imminent star formation. A detailed investigation of higher-resolution
kinematics, such as those aorded by CO interferometry, as well as a determination of the
near side of UGC 9037's disk may help distinguish radial inows from other interpretations
of the observed non-circular motions.
Despite having a slightly higher overall Hi mass compared to UGC 9037, UGC 12506 has
a low density (typically 1 5 M pc 2) Hi disk out to 60 kpc. Only in the very center of the
galaxy (< 5 kpc) do I expect H2 to be an important component of the interstellar medium.
UGC 12506 lies just at the HI = Q line except in the inner 15 kpc, where HI becomes
strictly less than Q. However, the H imaging does not mirror this: we see healthy star
formation throughout the disk, including near the galaxy's center. If H2 is a signicant near
the center of the galaxy, it may make up this gap.
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Figure 5.11: Hi surface densities as a function of radius for both UGC 9037 (top panel) and UGC
12506 (bottom), on identical axes (thick black lines). Also plotted are critical densities for: ring-like
gravitational collapse (Q; red dotted lines), collapse inhibited by shear (A; green dashed lines),
for a cold phase to form (S04; purple dashed-dotted lines), and where Hi is seen to saturate (Hi
saturates; cyan dashed triple-dotted lines). The Hi in UGC 9037 is more centrally peaked, with
surface densities > 10 M pc 2, while the Hi in UGC 12506 is more extended, out to 60 kpc, with
typical surface densities of 1  4 M.
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Galaxy NFW Halo Iso Halo Spin Parameter
c R200 2NFW C RC 
2
Iso 
kpc 10 3M=pc3 kpc
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
UGC 9037 2:67 0:50 121 12 1.29 18:0 2:0 5:16 0:40 0.65 0.07
UGC 12506 14:87 0:60 123:0 1:5 0.21 1150 360 0:91 0:15 0.54 0.15
Table 5.2: Results of tting both Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) and pseudo-isothermal (Iso) dark
matter halo proles to the two galaxies. Columns 1-2: Concentration index and characteristic
length scale of halo (see Equation A.25); Column 3: 2 per degree of freedom of t to NFW prole;
Columns 4-5: central density and core scale length of halo (see Equation A.23); Column 6: 2 per
degree of freedom of t to Iso prole; Column 7: Modied spin parameter of the Iso dark matter
halo, as discussed in x4.3.3.
Both galaxies have a roughly exponential Hi prole, unusual for galaxies in the local
universe. Generally, a at or decreasing density in the inner disk with HI stagnating near
10 M pc 2 is observed (e.g. Walter et al. 2008; Leroy et al. 2008). UGC 9037 only begins
to atten in the very inner disk, at approximately 13 M pc 2 of Hi. As UGC 12506 barely
reaches 10 M pc 2 of Hi near its center, and thus could not show a at prole over any
signicant range of radii given the resolution of our observations, it is dicult to draw
conclusions about its prole. However, the combination of its very high Hi mass and low
surface densities are very unusual.
For neither galaxy does the shear criterion appear to be a signicant predictor of star
formation, as for both galaxies HI < A across essentially the entire disk despite clear
evidence of star formation across the entire disk. Similarly, for both galaxies, the predictions
of the model of Schaye (2004) suggest that a cold phase can form only in the inner 10  20
kpc of each galaxy.
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Figure 5.12: Distribution of observed spin parameters of galaxies. The solid histogram shows spin
parameters of the THINGS galaxies. The dashed line is the best-t lognormal distribution of SDSS
galaxies by Hernandez et al. (2007). The two very roughly occupy the same range of values. They
may be from the same distribution, but with the small number of galaxies in the THINGS sample
we cannot tell. Arrows show the calculated spin parameters of UGC 9037 (0.07) and UGC 12506
(0.15). Measured against either standard, UGC 9037 has a typical spin parameter, while UGC
12506's is quite high.
5.5 Dark Matter and Spin Parameters
The parameters obtained from ts of both NFW and ISO halos to our galaxies' rotation
curves appear in Table 5.2. Both galaxies are well-t by both halo models (2=dof . 1).
An F-test statistic indicates that UGC 9037 shows weak evidence of favoring the ISO model
(2ISO = 0:65;
2
NFW = 1:29; p = 0:07), but is not conclusive. For UGC 12506, there is a
very signicant preference for the NFW model (2ISO = 0:54;
2
NFW = 0:21; p = 0:004). As
UGC 12506 is a low surface brightness galaxy (Huang et al. 2014, in review), this result is
surprising. In general, LSB galaxies exhibit slowly rising rotation curves and cannot be t
by NFW proles (e.g. Moore 1994, McGaugh and de Blok 1998), while UGC 12506 exhibits
neither of these qualities.
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As previously discussed, simulations and semi-analytic models suggest a correlation be-
tween gas richness and high spin parameter as suggested observationally by Huang et al.
(2012a). Figure 5.12 shows a probability density function of spin parameters of THINGS
galaxies calculated according to the method in x4.3.3; the histogram is normalized so that
the total area is unity. The range of spin parameters (0:01 <  < 0:10) that I calculate
for the THINGS galaxies matches up with `typical' values of spin parameters derived from
observation and simulation (Shaw et al. 2006; Maccio et al. 2007; Hernandez et al. 2007).
Also plotted in the gure as a dashed line is the best-t lognormal distribution of the sample
of Hernandez et al. (2007). The two are similar in a very rough sense. The disagreement
may be due to the dierences between our method and that of Hernandez et al. (2007) for
calculating spin parameters, but given the small number statistics and uncertainties in the
calculation of , I hesitate to read further into this.
The spin parameters for our two galaxies, UGC 9037 and UGC 12506 are plotted in
Figure 5.12 as arrows. UGC 9037 has a spin parameter of  = 0:07, while that of UGC
12506 is  = 0:15. Whether we compare to the Hi-derived or the optically-derived sample,
the results are the same: UGC 9037 has a typical value, while UGC 12506 has a very high
spin parameter. If we compare to the results obtained by Huang et al. (2014, in review)
for the HIghMass sample as a whole, we nd that UGC 9037 has a somewhat low spin
parameter, while UGC 12506's spin parameter is still quite high.
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5.6 Discussion
5.6.1 UGC 9037: On the Verge of a Starburst?
The specic star formation rate of UGC 9037 is SSFR  SFR=M = 3:5  10 10 yr 1,
which is elevated compared to the typical value for an galaxy with the same stellar mass
(0:910 10 yr 1; Huang et al. 2012a; Huang et al. 2014, in review). The Hi and H both tell
the same story in UGC 9037: this is a galaxy which is entering into a phase of signicant star
formation. The H imaging shows very strong star formation is occurring in the central parts
of the galaxy, which is an extremely gas-rich spiral. Across the disk the gas is marginally
stable and non-circular ows|possibly inows|of up to 20 km s 1 are detected. High gas
surface densities have built up, fueling star formation: interior of 10 kpc, densities are > 10
M pc 2, with the central surface density reaches nearly 14 M pc 2, signicantly above
what is typically observed to be the maximum in local star-forming galaxies. All four of our
examined star formation thresholds (axisymmetric gravitational instability, shear, formation
of a cold phase, and H2 dominance) point to strong future star formation ability.
But why does UGC 9037 appear to be just now converting this large, dynamically un-
stable reservoir of gas into stars? The simplest explanation is that the gas is unstable due
to its weak bar, but this does not explain why the galaxy has that feature. UGC 9037 is
in the outskirts of the NGC 5416 group (poor cluster MKW 12), and so tidal torques from
interactions with the group may have created a bar instability in the disk. It is also possible
that UGC 9037 has only recently acquired (or is in the process of acquiring) a substantial
reservoir of gas, and its dynamics are unable to sustain the gas without an increase in star
formation. Both the overall symmetry of the gas distribution and the regularity of the rota-
tion curve indicate that a recent major merger is highly unlikely, but if it is in the process
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of accreting from an extended gaseous halo or, as it is in a group, cold gas along a lament,
then this is what we would expect to observe. However, given the lack of a strong warp in
UGC 9037, any accreted gas would have to have the same angular momentum as the parent
galaxy (e.g. Shen and Sellwood 2006). Given how dicult it is to determine inow rates in
nearby galaxies, it is unclear as to whether it will be undergoing major star formation and
gas depletion in the near future, or whether it is in a quasi-static state of elevated, but not
extremely high star formation ( 4 M yr 1).
5.6.2 UGC 12506: High Spin Parameter
In contrast, every property of UGC 12506 points to it as being a massive galaxy with an
unusually high spin parameter, which has maintained its gas reservoir in a relatively diuse
conguration, with HI typically typically 1   4 M pc 2. Its gas dynamics are stable, it
has a large rotational velocity, and has uniform low-level star formation. While a cold phase
of atomic gas can form at modest radii (. 20 kpc), our star formation thresholds do not
suggest that the H2 becomes the dominant phase of the ISM except the very center of the
galaxy. We observe modest star formation rates across the disk, and similarly only modest
levels of gravitational instability in the disk (HI=Q  0:45). Our calculation of its spin
parameter as  = 0:15, very high compared to galaxies in the local universe, conrms these
observations.
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5.7 Conclusions
The HIghMass sample is a unique sample of several dozen unusually Hi-rich high mass
galaxies out of galaxies detected in ALFALFA with Hi masses > 1010 M. In this chapter, I
have presented a rst look at two of these galaxies using high-resolution VLA observations
combined with previous H and optical imaging. I have derived structural and dynamical
parameters of the gas distribution and derived dark matter halo properties, including their
spin parameters. Future analysis will extend these techniques to the rest of the HIghMass
sample.
Our primary question is how galaxies can maintain such large gas reservoirs to the present
day without processing them into stars. Of the two galaxies, UGC 9037 appears to be
undergoing a period of increasing star formation, possibly stimulated by a bar instability in
the inner part of the disk. Given the very high (> 10 M pc 2) surface densities at the center,
we expect to see very high quantities of H2 present there. The non-circular ows detected
in the disk may stem from radially inowing gas to fuel the star formation, although ows
along the weak bar in this galaxy may be the more likely explanation. Its current global rate
of star formation ( 4 M yr 1) may be sustainable by accretion from its gaseous halo, but
if it does undergo rapid star formation in the near future, it may quickly transition toward
the red sequence.
The other galaxy, UGC 12506 appears to have a large halo spin parameter ( = 0:15),
leading to lower gas densities and thus star formation rates over the entire disk. UGC 12506's
gas is quite stable, but supporting of modest star formation at all radii. I predict its gas to
be Hi-dominated at essentially all radii, with relatively little H2. Overall, the most consistent
history of UGC 12506 is that its high spin has prohibited it from reaching high rates of star
formation, and its baryonic component remains gas-dominated.
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CHAPTER 6
COMBINED HI AND H2 OBSERVATIONS
So far, I have observed the 12CO(1-0) line with 5 galaxies using CARMA. Only three of them
have been successfully detected: UGC 6168, UGC 7899, and UGC 8573 (which is also NGC
5230). Each of these three also has reduced Hi observations.
This Chapter presents preliminary results for these three galaxies. The nal analysis is
incomplete, but this chapter presents many of the basic data products, including moment
maps and surface densities for both the Hi and H2. We also speculate on the evolutionary
history of the galaxies, so that when the nal analysis is complete, we may see how predictive
the partial analysis is. In x6.1, I present results for UGC 6168, in x6.2 I present results for
UGC 7899, and in x6.3 the results for NGC 5230.
6.1 UGC 6168
6.1.1 Spectra
Figure 6.1 (top) shows the VLA Hi spectrum of UGC 6168 (red solid lines). The ALFALFA
Hi spectrum is overplotted (blue dashed lines) in order to compare the ux recovered by
the VLA observations. For UGC 6168, the two spectra agree extremely well, and the VLA
observations reproduce the asymmetric features of the ALFALFA spectrum. In Table 6.1, I
present the Hi and CO spectral properties of the detected galaxies. The VLA and ALFALFA
derived W50 and vsys agree extremely well. The total integrated uxes are reasonably close,
and the ux value diers by 11%, within typical interferometer agreement. Figure 6.1 (bot-
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Figure 6.1: Hi (top) and CO (bottom) spectra of UGC 6168. For The Hi spectrum, both the
VLA (red solid lines) and the single-dish ALFALFA (blue dashed lines) are plotted. The VLA and
ALFALFA spectra match very nicely, and the CO spectra has similar velocity features.
tom) also presents the CO spectrum of UGC 6168, obtained at CARMA. I nd that the CO
emission's systemic velocity and W50 are both in good agreement with the ALFALFA val-
ues, indicating that there are no obvious kinematic disconnections between the two phases;
a better comparison will come when I produce rotation curves for both phases and observe
whether they agree in the region where both H2 and Hi are detected.
The H2 mass is calculated from the CO integrated ux using Equation A.17. The ux of
8.1 Jy km s 1 indicates an H2 mass of 109:0 M, or an H2 gas fraction of MH2=MHI = 0:04.
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Figure 6.2: Hi (left) and CO (right) integrated ux maps of UGC 6168. Because of low signal
to noise in both phases, I have chosen to plot the rst contour at 2, and increase by 2 at each
successive contour. Both images are overlaid on an inverted SDSS image in the g, r, and i bands.
The COLD GASS galaxies have similar stellar masses to the HIghMass sample, but lower gas
fractions (Saintonge et al. 2011a). For the COLD GASS sample the average H2 gas fraction
is 0.3, signicantly higher than the 0.04 found for UGC 6168. Such a low H2 gas fraction
suggests that the star formation bottleneck exists in the Hi to H2 conversion.
6.1.2 Images and Moment Maps
Figure 6.2 presents the integrated ux maps of UGC6168, both from the VLA Hi observations
(left) and the CARMA CO observations (right) overlaid on SDSS images. The optical images
show that UGC 6168 is a spiral galaxy with moderate inclination. Visually, the Hi and CO
are not particularly remarkable: they meet the expectation for a massive galaxies with a
healthy star formation rate. That is, the Hi is extended beyond the optical radius of the
galaxy and is in the shape of a ring, with the galaxy's center depleted of Hi. Inside the ring,
we observe a signicant mass of H2: the hydrogen is not gone from the center of the galaxy,
but is in a cold, dense form that is conducive to star formation in the near future.
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Figure 6.3: Hi (left) and CO (right) velocity elds of UGC 6168. The isovelocity contours are
spaced every 20 km s 1.
Figure 6.3 presents Hi (left) and CO (right) velocity elds for UGC 6168. The Hi moment
map looks mostly smooth, although there are a few isolated pixels with unusual velocities|
indicative of poor masking rather than any real kinematic anomalies. It is dicult to judge
the presence of any non-circular velocities from the velocity eld alone, but the strong \S"
shape in the contours along the southern half of the galaxy suggest some non-circularities.
For the CO, there are too few beams across the CO emission in order to make any denite
statements. Any rotation curve derived from the CO alone will have only one or two data
points, but it is possible to combine the Hi and CO into a unied rotation curve using
DiskFit.
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Figure 6.4: Hi (top) and CO (bottom) spectra of UGC 7899. For The Hi spectrum, both the VLA
(red solid lines) and the single-dish ALFALFA (blue dashed lines) are plotted. The VLA spectrum
contains nearly twice the ux of the ALFALFA spectrum.
6.2 UGC 7899
6.2.1 Spectra
Figure 6.4 presents the Hi (top) and CO (bottom) spectra of UGC 7899. The ALFALFA
spectrum is plotted along with the VLA spectrum, as for Figure 6.1. There is a clear
discrepancy between the two Hi spectra, as the VLA spectrum has roughly twice the ux
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Figure 6.5: Hi (left) and CO (right) integrated ux maps of UGC 7899. Both contours use our
usual 4 rst contour plus 2 at each successive contour scheme. Both images are overlaid on an
inverted SDSS image in the g, r, and i bands.
of the ALFALFA spectrum. This may be due to poor calibration, or due to the way that
the clean task projected the total ux in the image. Feathering the ALFALFA ux with the
VLA ux may be a solution. In any case, more investigation is clearly required.
The dierence in widths between the VLA and ALFALFA proles is quite large ( 40
km s 1), but due to the large uncertainty in the ALFALFA prole, they agree reasonably.
The W50 agreement between the CARMA and ALFALFA spectra are similar, but there is
likewise a  40 km s 1 dierence between the two. As CO tends to be centrally located,
it is unsurprising that it would have a lower maximum rotational velocity (leading to a
lower W50). We cannot detect any dierences between the three systemic velocities at any
reasonable signicance level. The integrated CO ux is 36.6 Jy km s 1, indicating an H2
mass of 109:7 M. The corresponding H2 gas fraction is 0.2, slightly lower than observed in
the COLD GASS sample.
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Figure 6.6: Hi (left) and CO (right) velocity elds of NGC 7899. The isovelocity contours are
spaced every 20 km s 1.
6.2.2 Images and Moment Maps
Integrated ux maps for both the Hi (left) and CO (right) can be found in Figure 6.5. As
with UGC 6168, we detect a signicant reservoir of centrally located CO. Unlike UGC 6168
there is no obvious ring. However, as UGC 7899 is a highly inclined galaxy, it will not be
clear whether a ring exists until a deprojected surface density is derived.
Figure 6.6 presents velocity elds for UGC 7899 for both our Hi (left) and CO (right)
observations. As UGC 7899 is highly inclined, the velocity elds are not representative of
the full rotation curve and a PV diagram is required to t a rotation curve. However, we
can still note general trends from the velocity eld. Both velocity elds are very smooth,
showing well-ordered rotation. The closed contours in the Hi velocity eld suggest a declining
rotation curve at large radii (especially in the southern half of the galaxy). There are no
signs of non-circular motion, but for a highly inclined galaxy, the only way to conrm this is
by using software such as TiRiFiC (Jozsa et al. 2007), which ts directly to the data cube.
The CO is not resolved enough to make any signicant statements.
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Figure 6.7: Hi (top) and CO (bottom) spectra of NGC 5230. For The Hi spectrum, only the
single-dish ALFALFA (blue dashed lines) is available.
6.3 NGC 5230
6.3.1 Spectra
Figure 6.7 presents our Hi (top) and CO (bottom) spectra for NGC 5230. For the GMRT
Hi observations of NGC 5230, only the integrated ux map and velocity eld are available,
and so only the ALFALFA Hi spectrum is plotted. Bye eye, the CARMA CO spectrum
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shares many features with the ALFALFA Hi spectrum: because the galaxy is nearly face-on
and quite massive in both Hi and CO, both spectra are very tall and narrow. However, we
detect signicant dierences between both the velocity width and the systemic velocity (see
6.1). As the CO is conned to the center of the galaxy (see x6.3.2), if the two phases are
kinematically linked, it is unsurprising that the velocity width for CO is narrower. I cannot
account for why the systemic velocities disagree signicantly. But, in practical terms the 8
km s 1 dierence is approximately the size of a single channel in either the ALFALFA or
CARMA observations, and thus is likely unimportant.
The CO ux of the CARMA spectrum is 129.8 Jy km s 1, which corresponds to a total
H2 mass of 10
10 M, or an H2 gas fraction of 0.31. This puts NGC 5230 just at the average
H2 gas fraction value observed by Saintonge et al. (2011a).
6.3.2 Images and Moment Maps
In Figure 6.8, I present our integrated ux maps of NGC 5230, both in Hi (left) and CO
(right), both overlaid on SDSS images. NGC 5230 is a nearly face-on massive spiral galaxy
with well-dened arms. Like the other HIghMass galaxies, we can trace the Hi emission well
beyond the optical disk of the galaxy. Like UGC 6168, there is a clear hole in the Hi in
the center of the galaxy, which is lled with H2. Because NGC 5230 is nearly face-on, the
hole eect is much more obvious. Interestingly, there appears to be little CO emission in the
southern arm of the galaxy: what process is suppressing star formation there, as compared
with the other spiral arms?
We must be careful in interpreting the extend of the CO emission. Compared to the
other galaxies observed with CARMA, the CO emission is very extended, reaching the well
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Figure 6.8: Hi (left) and CO (right) integrated ux maps of NGC5230. Because of the extremely
high signal to noise of the GMRT Hi observations, the contours begin at 4 and then each successive
contour is
p
2 times the previous contour. The CO observations use our usual 4 rst contour plus
2 at each successive contour scheme. The black dashed line indicates the primary beam size of
CARMA, approximately 10. Both images are overlaid on an inverted SDSS image in the g, r, and
i bands.
Figure 6.9: Hi (left) and CO (right) velocity elds of NGC5230. Isovelocity contours are spaced
every 20 km s 1.
beyond the half power primary beam of CARMA (10, the black dashed circle); I have chosen
to image out to the 20% response contour. However, preliminary CO observations of this
galaxy, which imaged further to the east, suggest that the emission would not be detectable
beyond the 20% response contour.
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Galaxy Instrument Flux W50 Vsys
Jy km s 1 kms s 1 kms s 1
(1) (2) (3)
UGC 6168 VLA 7:36 0:28 362:9 3:1 8078:7 2:2
ALFALFA 6:53 0:12 363  4 8073  3
Dierence () 2.7 0.02 1.53
CARMA 8:11 0:60 368:0 7:7 8079:2 5:4
Dierence () | 0.57 0.09
UGC 7899 VLA 12:56 0:34 473:0 3:5 8694:1 2:5
ALFALFA 6:70 0:13 433  22 8696  16
Dierence () 9.7 1.8 0.12
CARMA 36:6 2:1 390:9 7:5 8696:3 4:3
Dierence () | 1.9 0.01
NGC 5230 ALFALFA 13:97 0:09 152  2 6857  1:4
CARMA 129:8 5:7 131:9 2:0 6865:5 1:4
Dierence () | 7.1 4.3
Table 6.1: Comparison of derived quantities from the VLA, ALFALFA, and CARMA spectra of
each galaxy. Derivation of ALFALFA measurements is discussed in Haynes et al. (2011); VLA
measurements are derived from spectra in the same way, but with W50 measurements corrected
for instrumental broadening as discussed Springob et al. (2005); Column 1: The total integrated
ux density of the galaxy; Column 2: The full velocity width at half of the peak emission; Column
3: The systemic heliocentric velocity of the galaxy, using the optical convention. All reported errors
are 1- uncertainties using standard propagation of uncertainty.
Galaxy log MHI log MH2 log(MH2=MHI)
M M kms s 1
(1) (2) (3)
UGC 6168 10.35 8.96 -1.39
UGC 7899 10.42 9.68 -0.74
NGC 5230 10.53 10.02 -0.51
Table 6.2: Hi and H2 masses and gas fractions. The Hi masses are from ALFALFA, while the H2
masses are calculated from CO uxes according to Equation A.17.
Figure 6.9 shows the GMRT Hi (left) and CARMA CO (right) velocity elds. The CO
eld is extremely smooth, but we can see some irregularities in the Hi. As NGC 5230 is
nearly face-on, these irregularities may be due to the turbulence in the gas rather than a
deviation from ordered rotation. Unlike UGC 6168 and 7899, there are several beams across
the CO emission in NGC 5230, and so I will be able to make an independent rotation curve
for the CO. The twisting of the major axis at small radii suggest noncircular motions in the
CO.
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CHAPTER 7
FUTURE WORK
While much work has been done on both the Virgo ETDs and the HIghMass galaxies projects,
there are still many avenues of inquiry which remain. In this chapter, I present further work
which I intend to do on both the Virgo ETDs and the HIghMass sample.
7.1 Virgo Dwarf Galaxies
The combination of the Virgo cluster's proximity ( 16 Mpc) and richness (> 1000 members)
compared with the low (. 108 M) Hi masses and rarity (6 out of > 300) of the red gas-
bearing ETDs suggests that nding additional gas-bearing ETDs in other clusters is dicult
at best. Instead, future work will focus upon better constraining the evolutionary histories
of this sample via deeper observations and simulations.
7.1.1 Resolved HI Observations
Recently, I have begun a campaign of VLA observations to resolve the Hi emission in the
red ETDs in order to better constrain their origins. In particular, there are three features
that I want to investigate closely: extended or truncated emission, rotational structure, and
the symmetry of the gas distribution.
It is well-known that Hi disks of stripped galaxies in Virgo are truncated (e.g., Giovanelli
and Haynes 1983, Cayatte et al. 1990; Chung et al. 2007; Chung et al. 2009). If the gas is
newly accreted and not yet settled, we expect Hi emission to extend signicantly beyond the
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optical radius of the galaxy. However, observing only extended Hi emission would also be
consistent with an unstripped galaxy; we would expect our Hi-detected LTDs to also exhibit
extended emission, for example.
Flat, rotating, star-forming disks observed are observed even in highly stripped Virgo
galaxies, from massive spirals to dwarfs (Chung et al. 2007; Chung et al. 2009; Toloba et al.
2011). If the gas is newly accreted, there is no requirement for the gas to have the same
angular momentum as the rest of the disk, and large warps are possible.
Finally, resolving the emission allows us to examine how symmetrical the gas is and
possibly determine the form of accretion. Hot-mode accretion, believed to dominate in
clusters, is roughly spherically symmetric while cold-mode accretion, which dominates for
low-mass galaxies, is directed along gas laments and is asymmetrical. If accretion is not
spherically symmetric, the centroid of gas emission is expected to be signicantly oset from
the optical disk of the galaxy. We would also observe these signicant osets if the atomic
gas were recently acquired during an encounter with an Hi-bearing galaxy or a free Hi cloud
in the Virgo cluster (Kent et al. 2007; Kent et al. 2009). If the gas is not recent, then we
expect it to appear either quite symmetric (if unstripped), or with a tail pointing away from
the center of the cluster (if being stripped).
Figure 7.1 presents a preliminary integrated ux map of the Hi in VCC 190. It is overlaid
on an SDSS r-band image, with the optical image heavily adjusted to improve contrast. The
contours clearly show that the Hi emission appears coincident, but oset from the optical
emission in the galaxy. Ott et al. (2012) made use of the VLA to observe the Hi in the dwarf
galaxies studied by Weisz et al. (2011), including several dwarf transitionals. Suggestively,
the dwarf transitional DDO 6 this sample also shows this highly asymmetric, oset emission.
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Figure 7.1: A (very) preliminary integrated ux map of VCC 190, overlaid on an SDSS r-band
optical image.
7.1.2 Simulations
The reaccreted Hi gas hypothesis leaves several questions unresolved, including two which
I nd particularly dicult. First, how capable is a dwarf galaxy of accreting diuse gas?
Perhaps the gas needs to be already in a large Hi cloud complex, such as that observed by
Kent et al. (2007) and Kent et al. (2009). Such clouds can contain > 108 M of Hi, more
than any of the individual ETDs. Second, how is it that the ETDs have acquired just the
right mass of gas, putting them at typical gas fractions for their stellar mass?
One way that these questions can be answered is via simulations. A recent paper by
Verbeke et al. (2014) investigates a similar situation of a gas-rich dwarf galaxy accreting a
cloud of Hi. After accreting it, the cloud ignites star formation after some latency period. I
intend to follow their methods, but with the initial conditions of a head-on merger between
a gas-poor ETD and Hi clouds of varying masses and observing how much gas is actually
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acquired by the galaxy, and how long before a star formation event occurs.
7.2 HIghMass
Aside from acquiring and reducing more Hi, CO, and other wavelength observations of
the HIghMass galaxies, there are several ways that the data reduction pipeline could be
improved. In some cases, these methods are not available in the standard data reduction
software (either CASA or GIPSY), and must be developed independently. The following
sections, on improving the rotation curves, H2 mass distribution estimates, and dark matter
proles, are a few of these possible routes for improvement.
7.2.1 Rotation Curves
While velocity elds fail to capture the rotation of highly inclined galaxies, they are not
the only way to produce rotation curves. The PV diagram tting method, as described in
xA.5.1 is one such method. However, both the tilted ring tting of velocity elds and the
PV diagram rst reduce a three dimensional data cube to a two dimensional problem which
both greatly reduces the amount of computation required, but also removes a great deal of
information.
I plan to do future data reduction using TiRiFiC (Jozsa et al. 2007; Jozsa 2007). The
strategy of TiRiFiC is to follow the standard assumptions of a tilted ring t, but to operate
on a data cube rather than a velocity eld. This removes the ambiguity of the velocity eld
(multiple velocity structures at high inclination) and the diculties of tting a PV diagram
(one single inclination and position angle must be assumed). In addition, it is much more
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straightforward to enforce a at inner disk geometry in TiRiFiC than for the rotcur task.
7.2.2 Unseen H2 Masses
Despite our carefully estimated CO integrated uxes based on the work of Saintonge et al.
(2011a), not all of the galaxies observed in CO using CARMA were detected. This is unsur-
prising: the work of Saintonge et al. (2011a) examines a sample of galaxies chosen by high
stellar mass (> 1010 M) galaxies, while the HIghMass sample is specically gas-rich galax-
ies which appear to be under-performing in star formation. They thus have less mass in H2
compared to galaxies of similar colors and stellar masses. However, these non-detections are
not a failure. In addition to the CARMA CO observations, the same galaxies have also been
observed in CO using the IRAM 30m single dish telescope, and were successfully detected.
Because IRAM has a 22" beam, we can smooth or taper the interferometer observations to
dierent resolutions to constrain the emission.
We have seen that the local SFE for the HIghMass galaxies is similar to that observed
in local galaxies of varying masses (Leroy et al. 2008; Saintonge et al. 2011b), although
the spread is not negligible. For galaxies without observed CO, we can assume a SFE and
investigate whether or not the inferred surface densities match our expectations of total gas
mass. Galaxies which signicantly deviate from expectations make excellent candidates for
future observations.
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7.2.3 Dark Matter Proles
The Einasto prole (Einasto 1965), originally intended to model the distribution of stellar
light in galaxies, has been proposed by Navarro et al. (2004) as a better model t to simulated
CDM dark matter proles. It has been shown to be a signicant improvement over either
the ISO or NFW prole when t to both simulated (Navarro et al. 2010) dark matter halos
and also the derived halos of the THINGS galaxies (Chemin et al. 2011). The Einasto prole
takes the form:
(r) =  2e
 2n

r
r 2
1=n 1
(7.1)
Where r 2 is the radius where the slope of the prole becomes / r 2, and  2 is the density
at that radius. n is known as the shape parameter of the Einasto prole. Unfortunately, the
Einasto prole must be numerically evaluated, and as such, is not included as part of the
GIPSY rotmas package.
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APPENDIX A
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF DATA REDUCTION
A.1 Observations and Observing Strategy
The details of each galaxy's synthesis observations are given in Table A.1.1 Only the VLA
and CARMA data were reduced by me. The WSRT produces data cubes for its users,
and the GMRT observations were performed and reduced by collaborators. The following
discussion will thus only concern the VLA and CARMA observations.
The VLA cycles through several congurations in an 18 month cycle, from conguration
A (the most extended; highest resolution; lowest sensitivity per unit time) to D (the most
compact; lowest resolution; highest sensitivity per unit time). To combine the benets of
high sensitivity and resolution, we observed using the D, C, and B congurations for 2, 4, and
9.5 hours, respectively. This gives us the same sensitivity as The Hi Nearby Galaxy Survey
(THINGS; Walter et al. 2008), although because their galaxies are much closer (d  10 Mpc
compared to d  100 Mpc), we have less ability to resolve structure. Because of technical
limitations during the VLA upgrade project, observations were performed in multiple spectral
windows which were later combined to produce a single 8.5 MHz wide window (see Figure
A.1). Each channel has a native width of 1.7 km s 1 later smoothed to 7 km s 1. The full
bandwidth of this combined window is  1800 km s 1, enough to both completely encompass
each galaxy's Hi emission and to fully determine any continuum emission.
CARMA has a similar conguration cycle, varying from A to E. These observations were
performed solely in conguration E, which at 115 GHz nearly matches the VLA spatial
1Much of this Appendix is an excerpt from Hallenbeck et al. (2014), which has recently been accepted
for publication in the AJ.
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Galaxy Name Telescope Observations Status
(1) (2) (3)
UGC 5543 VLA D (2 hr), C (4 hr), B (9 hr) -
UGC 5711 VLA D (2 hr), C (4 hr), B (9 hr) -
UGC 6066 VLA D (2 hr), C (4 hr), B (9 hr) -
UGC 6168 VLA D (2 hr), C (4 hr), B (9 hr) D
UGC 7220 VLA D (2 hr), C (4 hr), B (9 hr) D
UGC 7899 VLA D (2 hr), C (4 hr), B (9 hr) D
UGC 8789 VLA D (2 hr), C (4 hr), B (9 hr) -
UGC 9037 VLA D (2 hr), C (4 hr), B (9 hr) D
UGC 9334 VLA D (2 hr), C (4 hr), B (9 hr) -
UGC 12506 VLA D (2 hr), C (4 hr), B (9 hr) D
UGC 6168 CARMA E (23.4) D
UGC 7220 CARMA E (7 hr) N
UGC 7686 CARMA E (11 hr) D
UGC 7899 CARMA E (13.6 hr) N
UGC 8573 CARMA E (4.2 hr) D
Table A.1: Observations of the HIghMass galaxies undertaken at the VLA and CARMA. Column
1: telescope used for observations; the VLA observed the Hi line, and CARMA the 12CO(1-0)
transition as a tracer of H2; Column 2: duration of observations in each telescope conguration;
Column 3: detection status. \D" galaxies were successfully detected, while \N" galaxies are non-
detections. \-" galaxies have not been reduced yet.
Figure A.1: The 16 subbands and their uncalibrated response to a at continuum source during one
observation. After calibration, the low sensitivity window edges are removed and the 16 subbands
are combined into one 8.5 MHz window during data reduction.
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resolution at 1.4 GHz. For the VLA observations, the total Hi integrated ux density was
both known and quite large. However, for the CO observations, the total integrated ux
density was unknown and suspected to be quite small. I estimate H2 masses using the scaling
relationships between MH2/M and u r color found by Saintonge et al. (2011a) for massive,
relatively gas-rich galaxies. This allows us to vary integration times based on how much H2
each galaxy is expected to contain. CARMA's capabilities are such that a single 250 MHz in
3 bit mode (79-channels,  8:2 km s 1 channel width at 115 GHz) is enough to contain the
emission and sucient channels to t continuum emission; thus no multi-window splicing is
required.
A.2 Data Pipeline
Data reduction is done mostly using NRAO's CASA2 software. As CASA is still under
development and current routines are aimed for continuum, rather than spectral line analysis,
I supplement CASA with the older GIPSY3 software when necessary.
A.2.1 Flagging and Calibration
The agging and calibration of visibilities is done using standard CASA tasks. I use plotms
to view slices of the visibilities and flagcmd to execute multiple agging commands at
one time. Our bandpass shapes and uxes are calibrated using the standard bandpass,
gaincal, setjy, and fluxcal tasks from observations of the standard VLA calibrators.
CARMA observations additionally use planets for bandpass and ux calibration when avail-
2The Common Astronomy Software Applications package is under development by the NRAO.
3The Groningen Image Processing SYstem was developed at the Kapteyn Astronomical Institute.
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able.
A.2.2 Continuum Subtraction
The sky at L-band is littered with faint continuum sources. Thus, accurate continuum sub-
traction is vital for our VLA observations. There are multiple methodologies for continuum
subtraction in interferometric data. These include subtraction in the visibility domain us-
ing uvcontsub, subtraction in the image domain using imcontsub, and a more complex
method that combines the two, utilizing uvsub.4
uvcontsub attempts to characterize the continuum by tting polynomials to line-free
channels in the complex visibilities themselves. imcontsub ts and subtracts polynomials
at each sky position in the nal data cube. In many cases, the two methods are of similar
quality, but subtleties can be found in which one method performs more accurately. For
example, uvcontsub has largest artifacts of continuum subtraction near the continuum
source, with such errors falling o with angular distance from the source while imcontsub
has the opposite eect (Sault 1994). Both, however, face a similar restriction in that they
perform best in a small eld of view given by (Cornwell et al. 1992):
  

c (A.1)
Where  is the observation frequency,  is the bandwidth, and c is the clean beam size.
For our VLA observations ( = 1:4 GHz;  = 8:5 MHz; c  600), this scale is 160, about
half the 300 eld of view of the VLA at 1.4 GHz. For CARMA ( = 115 GHz;  = 250
MHz; c  800), this scale is 600, much larger than CARMA's 10 eld of view at 115 GHz.
Thus, I choose to use uvcontsub for our CARMA data, but not for the VLA.
4While I use the CASA names for each of these tasks, each is an adaptation of tasks implemented in
AIPS: uvlin, imlin, and uvsub, respectively, and are referred to as such in the articles cited in this section.
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The methodology used of the task uvsub, works in both the visibility and image domain.
First, a continuum image is produced using line-free channels. Then, a model of the contin-
uum emission as a collection of point sources is produced by cleaning the continuum image.
This model is then converted back into visibility domain and subtracted from the visibilities.
uvsub avoids the narrow-eld restriction of the previous two methods, but suers from the
drawbacks of clean, notably that it is incredibly slow and does not adequately characterize
extended sources of emission.
I thus use uvsub to perform continuum subtraction for our VLA observations, supple-
mented by imcontsub when the nal image cube proves to have remaining residual emis-
sion, either because cleaning deeply enough to remove fainter sources is too time intensive,
or because the continuum sources are extended, as recommended by Cornwell et al. (1992).
A.2.3 Data Cube Production
It is at this stage, after each set of visibilities has been individually calibrated and continuum-
subtracted, that the visibility sets for each galaxy are combined into a single image cube
and cleaned down to twice the image cube rms using clean. I nd that a Briggs robustness
weighting of 0:5  1:0 gives the best tradeo between noise and beam size for our VLA ob-
servations. For CARMA which are of lower signal-to-noise, I vary the robustness depending
on the strength of the emission. For one galaxy (UGC 6168), the emission is so weak that I
apply a tapering to the visibilities, throwing away those with baselines longer than 10 k.
The response of both the VLA and CARMA as a function of angular distance from
pointing center is well known, and can be accounted for during cleaning of the image, by
multiplying each pixel by (sensitivity%) 1. For the VLA, the Hi emission of our galaxies lls
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a small ( 10   20) portion of the 300 primary beam, never going below the 99% sensitivity
isophote, and so I do not apply this correction. For CARMA, the size of CO emission
(. 10) is comparable to the 10 primary beam, and so this primary beam correction is highly
signicant and applied. I choose to image out to the 20% response isophote of CARMA, and
so the noise at the edge of the CARMA images is 5 times larger tahn for the center of the
pointing.
The standard clean methodology is to model emission as a collection of point sources.
While this works well for unresolved or partially resolved targets, I expect the Hi (and to a
lesser extent, the H2) to be quite extended, and so I use multi-scale clean (Cornwell 2008).
Instead of the typical assumption of the source being simply a collection of point sources,
multi-scale clean models additionally allows the source to be made of two-dimensional Gaus-
sians of varying sizes, usually the beam width and a few times the size of the beam. In
addition to this being a more physical model of the distribution of the Hi emission, multi-
scale clean is shown to reduce eects related to over- and under-cleaning the image cubes
(Rich et al. 2008).
A.3 Moment Maps
Because 3-D data cubes are dicult both to visualize and to operate on computationally,
moment maps are traditionally made. Such maps collapse the data cube along the frequency
to produce a 2-D image. They are generally of the form:
Mi(x; y) =
X
j
Sj(x; y)v(vj)
i (A.2)
Where Mi(x; y) is the ith moment map at a given (x; y) sky position, Sj(x; y) is the cleaned
data cube ux in the jth channel and given sky position, in units of Jy beam 1. v is the
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channel width in km s 1, and vj is the velocity corresponding to the jth channel of the data
cube. Even though the channel width is technically constant only in frequency space, rather
than velocity space, it is often treated this way. The CASA task immoments is used to
create these moment maps.
Because our methods often part from the strict denition of the moment maps given
above, and to give them more physically motivated names, I refer to them as integrated ux
maps (moment 0) and velocity elds (moment 1).
A.3.1 Integrated Flux Maps
An integrated ux map is a quick way of examining the location and strength of emission of
a galaxy, as projected onto the sky, ignoring the possibly complex velocity structure. The
trivial way of producing integrated ux maps is given in A.2, with j = 0.
However, galaxies do not occupy the same position on the sky in each channel. Because of
each galaxy's ordered rotation, any one sky position will only contain a few channels with any
signicant emission. As the noise on summing over N channels goes as
p
N , simply adding
the intensities of all channels which contain any emission anywhere in the image would leave
us with higher than necessary noise. Instead, we wish to sum each pixel over only the
channels where there is emission, taking into account how this will change with position in
the image. To do this, I mask out pixels without emission before performing the sum. To
create this mask, I rst smooth the image cube with a Gaussian with twice the size of the
restoring beam, clip the smoothed image at the 3 level, then apply this mask to the original
image cube. The cube, after masking this way, is then used to make a standard moment 0
map. For the VLA observations, this method works quite well. However, our CARMA data
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is of lower signal-to-noise ratio, and also nearly lls the primary beam of CARMA. Near the
edge of the CARMA images, the cube noise is multiplied by a factor of 5 (see xA.2.3), which
makes applying a single signal-to-noise cuto less eective. I choose to take the masked
data cube and manually mask out the most obvious noise, which signicantly increases the
quality of all moment maps.
A.3.2 Velocity Fields
Velocity elds give an impression of the `typical' velocity at each sky position, discarding
the information about the strength of emission. They are typically produced via A.2, with
j = 1, and normalized to the total ux along the line of sight, so that the map has units of
km s 1:
M1(x; y) =
P
j Sj(x; y)(v)vjP
j Sj(x; y)(v)
(A.3)
Once again, I argue that performing a masking as in A.3.1 produces the cleanest possible
moment 1 map.
However, there are alternate methods of note to compute velocity elds. Such methods
include tting Gauss-Hermite Polynomials along each line of sight, which I will now dis-
cuss. Gauss-Hermite polynomials are gaussians modied to include an additional skewness
parameter, and have the form (van der Marel and Franx 1993):
f(v) =
~A
2
e 
y2
2
"
1 +
~h3p
3
 
2y3   3y# ; y  v   ~V
~
(A.4)
where the t parameters ~A, ~V , ~ correspond roughly, but not exactly, to the more familiar
amplitude, central velocity, and width of a simple Gaussian t. ~h3 a measure of the skewness,
and is the coecient of the t corresponding to the 3rd Hermite polynomial. The desired
value at each point, V (x; y), is the location of the peak of this distribution, and can be
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calculated from the t parameters, and is done automatically by the GIPSY task xgaufit.
The addition of this skewness parameter allows for a more robust measure of V (x; y) than
the simpler methods of taking a simple weighted average, the frequency of peak emission, or
the tting of a Gaussian to the spectrum. This is especially true for galaxies with irregular
proles, and where emission is weak and the signal-to-noise ratio is low (van der Marel and
Franx 1993; de Blok et al. 2008). I will note for each galaxy when the standard moment 1
velocity eld is used, and when the Gauss-Hermite velocity eld is superior, based on later
investigation.
A.3.3 Position-Velocity Diagrams
A Position-Velocity (PV) Diagram is another way of rendering a 3-D data cube into a 2-D
image. However, instead of removing the velocity axis, a position axis is instead removed.
This is done by taking a few arcsecond wide slice through the data cube. Usually, this
slice is aligned along the major axis. A PV diagram is useful for investigating complex
velocity structure not encapsulated by the velocity map and for asymmetries in the galaxy.
For highly inclined (inclination & 80) galaxies, a PV diagram is often used for obtaining
rotation curves, rather than a velocity eld.
A.4 Comparison with ALFALFA Spectra
Interferometers, unlike single dish telescopes, are known to \miss" ux on the largest scales,
meaning that for resolved objects such as nearby galaxies, there is signicant uncertainty
(on the order of 5%-10%) on the total integrated ux of the galaxy. In order to understand
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the impact of this missing ux, as well as how well our data accurately represents the true
emission of each galaxy, I compare our VLA Hi observations with those of ALFALFA, and
our CARMA CO observations with single dish observations performed at IRAM.
However, the ALFALFA and IRAM observations are unresolved, and thus give only both
global (that is, unresolved spatially) spectra and spectra-derived quantities such as the total
integrated ux density and velocity width. In order to perform a comparison, we must nd a
method of converting a data cube into a spectrum. One method would be to take the masked
data cube (as described in xA.3.1) and integrate over each channel. This method has one
major problem: the noise in such a spectrum is always positive, as it is added up only where
emission (or noise above the 3 level) is present, and not gaussian and zero-centered as is
generally assumed for tting analysis. Instead, I use the integrated ux map to produce a
uniform mask on every channel of our original data cube, and the spectrum is produced by
integrating over this region. This nal spectrum has the expected gaussian noise. As the
IRAM 30m dish has a beam size of 2200, I further restrict our integration to a 2200diameter
circle in order to produce a fair comparison.
The CASA task feather seeks to combine the more stable \true" ux from a single
dish observation with the ux observed with an interferometer (or any two data cubes at
dierent resolution). It does this by converting the two observations back into visibility data,
then creating a new image from the combined visibilities. Unfortunately the task is still
experimental and suers from a few idiosyncrasies when attempting to combine ALFALFA
and the VLA data, and is at this time still unsuitable.
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A.4.1 Spectral Properties
The tted properties of the ALFALFA spectra are: the total integrated ux density (F21),
the velocity width at half of peak emission (W50), and the optical recessional velocity (vsys).
Discussions of how uxes and line widths for ALFALFA are derived can be found in Giovanelli
et al. (2005) and Haynes et al. (2011). I use the same method, except that I correct for
instrumental broadening using the method derived by Springob et al. (2005), which is not
specic to the particular correlator setup of ALFALFA. Integrated 21 cm uxes (F21) are
calculated from the individual channels of the spectra (Si) where emission is observed:
F21 =
j+NX
i=j
Siv (A.5)
Where v is the channel width in km s 1, assumed to be constant across the galaxy width.
Straight lines are t to the outer edges of the Hi prole between 15% and 85% of peak
emission from each horn. I then use this t to determine the velocity corresponding to where
the prole reaches 50% of peak emission on the red- and blue-shifted sides of the prole,
vR and vB. The velocity width, W50, and systemic (or recessional) velocity, vsys, are then
dened as
W50  vR   vB (A.6)
vsys  vR + vB
2
(A.7)
The velocity widths are then corrected for instrumental broadening based upon their signal-
to-noise ratio (See Table 2 in Springob et al. 2005); ALFALFA uses a simpler single-correction
factor method. Like ALFALFA, I do not include a 1 + z correction for redshift broadening,
or corrections for inclination or turbulent motion. All errors reported are 1 uncertainties
using standard propagation of uncertainties, assuming that the spectral rms is the dominant
source of error.
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A.5 Rotation Curves
A rotation curve indicates the characteristic orbital velocity in a galaxy at a given radius
from the center. In general, it is assumed that orbits in a galaxy are circular, with any de-
viation from circular orbits thrown into the catch-all category \non-circular motion," which
encompasses everything from elliptical orbits to widespread inows. For some galaxy incli-
nations, it is possible to further characterize these non-circular velocities, and look for trends
in the inclination and position angle as a function of radius.
In the following analyses, I will separate the analysis methodologies to be applied to
galaxies in three separate categories: nearly edge-on galaxies (i & 80), nearly face-on
galaxies(i . 40), and inclined galaxies (with 40. i . 70).
A.5.1 Nearly Face-On Galaxies & Inclined Galaxies
For galaxies which are face-on to inclined, each line of sight crosses only a single structure
in the galaxy. That is, each pixel in the velocity eld can be treated as containing only a
single piece of information, independent from every other pixel (modulo the eects of a nite
beam size). This can be seen quite clearly in the PV diagram of UGC 9037 in Figure 5.4, a
galaxy with an inclination of 60.
For these galaxies I t tilted ring models following the method of Begeman (1989), using
the gipsy task rotcur. This model assumes that the gas can be modeled as a series of solid,
concentric rings centered at image coordinates (xo, yo) and the same systemic velocity (Vsys)
about which they rotate. Each ring j is allowed to have an independent rotational velocity
(Vrot, j), expansion or contraction speed (Vexp, j), inclination (ij), and position angle (PAj).
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The velocity eld is then modeled as (Begeman 1989):
V^ (x; y) = Vsys + Vrot, j cos  sin ij + Vexp, j sin  sin ij (A.8)
cos    (x  xo) sin PAj + (y   yo) cos PAj
rj
(A.9)
sin    (x  xo) cos PAj + (y   yo) sin PAj
rj
(A.10)
I choose to Nyquist sample the VLA beam, and so each ring has a width of half the VLA
beam size, or 3005. At a typical HIghMass galaxy distance of 100 Mpc, this corresponds to
1.5 kpc.
In practice, nding the best t to all of these parameters simultaneously is intractable: a
10 radius galaxy has 20 rings and thus 83 free parameters. Instead, I run rotcur multiple
times, each time allowing dierent sets of parameters to vary: (xo; yo; Vsys), (Vrot, j, Vexp, j),
or (ij, PAj), until the t no longer improves.
de Blok et al. (2008) argue that the formal t uncertainties under-represent the actual
uncertainty in the ring velocities. In general, the rotational and expansion velocity uncer-
tainties Vrot and Vexp are typically 1   5 km s 1, while from the velocity eld residuals
V^   V , I calculate typical standard deviations res of 10   15 km s 1. Other traditional
methods, such as tting a receding and approaching side, and choosing the uncertainty to
be half the dierence in the two velocities, only work for signicantly asymmetric galaxies.
When reporting rotation curves, I use res as the uncertainty on the velocities reported. This
means that our uncertainties are not just on how uncertain our estimate of the rotational ve-
locity of each ring is, but are also a measure of how appropriate a rigid rotating ring model
is. For nearly face-on galaxies, these uncertainties are dominated by the random vertical
motions of the gas,  11km s 1, and are accepted as an irreducible uncertainty. Reported
5In order to make the VLA and CARMA observations directly and trivially comparable, I use 300 for the
CARMA observations as well, even though half the beam size is closer to 400
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uncertainties on the inclination and position angle are formal t uncertainties. It should be
kept in mind that the actual uncertainties on the inclination and position angle are unknown
but somewhat larger. As the uncertainties on the inclination and position angle are not used
in further calculations, this rough characterization of the uncertainty is sucient.
In the end, I nd that the moment 1 velocity eld to produce signicantly smaller residuals
than the Gauss-Hermite velocity eld (for UGC 9037, mom1  6 km s 1 and g-h  13 km
s 1), and is used in our analysis.
Characterization of Non-Circular Velocities
The tilted model implemented by rotcur is designed to model mostly at disks (i.e. rel-
atively constant i and PA) with possible warps at large radii, and not to account in detail
for non-circular motions: inows and outows, whether radially or bisymmetric (i.e. bar-
shaped), all appear the same. For at galaxies with small or insignicant non-circular veloc-
ities, rotcur does its job well. For larger non-circular velocities, a more complex solution is
required. One such solution is the GIPSY task reswri, which extends (A.8) with additional,
higher-order harmonic velocity terms:
V^ (x; y) = Vsys +
X
k=1
mj;k cos(k) sin ij + nj;k sin(k) sin ij (A.11)
Where the mj;k and nj;k are the velocity coecients for each higher-order term. Note that
mj;k=1 is identical to the previous rotational velocity coecients Vrot, j, and is often evaluated
separately.
While reswri can account for dierent kinds of non-circular ows, it still suers from
a problem common to all tilted-ring models: disk geometry is degenerate with non-circular
velocities: one can, by varying the position angle and inclination of the disk, allow for any
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choice of `expansion velocity' (e.g. Schoenmakers et al. 1997; Sellwood and Sanchez 2010).
However, it is well known that the inner regions of real galaxy disks are very at. Instead,
I use the physically-motivated DiskFit package (Spekkens and Sellwood 2007; Sellwood and
Sanchez 2010; Kuzio de Naray et al. 2012). DiskFit ts more realistic at disk models to
the observed data. For each galaxy with signicant non-circular ows, we t three models
using DiskFit: a pure rotational model, a model which allows for radial ows, and one which
models bisymmetric (bar-like) ows.
Even with the usage of reswri or the DiskFit package, one degeneracy remains: without
knowing which side of the galaxy is closest to the observer, inows are indistinguishable from
outows. Instead, we must rely on contextual clues to make an argument about whether
non-circular ows are inward or outward. Such clues include looking for regions with large
gaseous surface densities (see xA.6.1) and for marginal stability in the gaseous disk (x4.3.4).
A.5.2 Nearly Edge-On Galaxies
For nearly edge-on galaxies, each line of sight through the galaxy will observe structures
at multiple velocities, causing the velocity eld to be an inaccurate representation of the
velocity. Rotation curves from velocity elds systematically underestimate the rotational
velocities. For such galaxies, the usual method is to t to the \envelope," the highest
velocities observed at each position in a position-velocity (PV) diagram, either by tting
gaussians or tracing a particular isophote (Sancisi and Allen 1979; Sofue and Rubin 2001). I
use the velocity eld and rotcur to estimate a single inclination and position angle for the
galaxy, and take use the position-velocity eld at the tted position angle. At each position
along the PV diagram, I extract a spectrum and t a 3rd order Gauss-Hermite polynomial.
The nal rotation curve is the velocity value for which the integrated area under the curve
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is 3.3% from either the approaching or receding edge. For a gaussian t (which our t
reduces to for a skew parameter of 0), this is equivalent to the 40% isophote for this slice, a
commonly chosen value. The actual area chosen has a relatively small eect on the t: our
ts are consistent within errors with those produced by using 1 to 8% of the total area. The
velocity is then adjusted for inclination:
vrot =
vobs
sin i
(A.12)
We note that for i  90, the exact value of i has little eect on the correction:
vrot  vobs
1  1
2
(i)2
 vobs (1 + i) (A.13)
Where the approximations are made under the assumption that i  =2  i is small. The
nal rotation curve's uncertainties are taken to be half the dierence in the approaching and
receding rotation curves.
This method diverges from the standard global isophote-tracing method (e.g. Sofue and
Rubin 2001) because its results do not work with low signal-to-noise galaxies. The standard
method is to choose a uniform intensity isophote to trace via
Iiso =
q
(Ipeak)2 + (3)2 (A.14)
where  is some fraction of the peak intensity, and Ipeak and  are the peak intensity and
rms of the PV diagram, respectively. Values of  = 0:4 are typical, but even for  = 0, we
lose the ability to map the furthest tails of our galaxies, where emission is still clearly visible
to the eye.
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A.6 Mass Models
I treat each galaxy as being composed of up to ve dierent components: Hi, H2, Helium,
Stars, and Dark Matter. The Helium is assumed to be well-mixed with the hydrogen, and
is merely a 1.33 multiplicative conversion factor to the Hi and H2 masses, and thus I only
consider four independent components. I ignore the dust and metal masses as insignicant.
A.6.1 HI
Nearly Face-On and Inclined Galaxies
As discussed in xA.5.1, for nearly face-on and inclined galaxies, each pixel in the velocity
eld (and intensity map) correspond to a single structure in the galaxy, and so determining
the surface densities is quite straightforward. I can calculate proles of either the Hi or H2
from using the GIPSY task ellint, which integrates the moment 0 map in rings using the
tilted ring t. For Hi we can simply use the standard conversion of ux to total mass:
MHI
M
= 2:36 105 Sint
Jy km s 1


d
Mpc
2
(A.15)
Where Sint is the ux integrated over a particular ring, and d is the distance to the galaxy.
This can be converted to a surface density by dividing by the area of the ring. The gas
is assumed to be in an innitely thin disk, and so face-on gas surface densities are simply
a factor of cos i smaller than the observed values. The derived gas surface densities are
largely insensitive to the exact tilted ring t parameters, with the inclination i being the
most important.
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Nearly Edge-On Galaxies
For highly inclined galaxies, I use the Lucy-Richardson deconvolution (Lucy 1974; Warmels
1988; GIPSY task radial). This method was specically designed for galaxies which are only
resolved along the major axis. Briey, this method involves rst summing the intensity map
along the minor axis, reducing the observed intensities to a one dimensional distribution.
A model of axisymmetric, uniform density, coplanar rings is then computed, taking into
account that at each line of sight, multiple rings are contributing to the observed intensities.
This model is iteratively changed until it matches the observed distribution. The nal
densities do not require any estimate of the inclination of the galaxy, only a kinematic center
and position angle. Note, however, that because Lucy-Richardson deconvolution requires a
galaxy of coplanar concentric rings, galaxies with signicant warps are not well-modeled by
the Lucy Method.
HI Radii
Broeils and Rhee (1997) found a tight linear relationship between a galaxy's total Hi mass
(log MHI) and the diameter at which its deprojected surface density. This relationship was
later extended to higher gas-fraction objects of the `BlueDisks' sample (Wang et al. 2013;
see Equation 3 of Broeils and Rhee 1997):
logRHI = 0:51 logMHI   3:63 (A.16)
I calculate an Hi radius for each galaxy by tting an exponential prole to the Hi density
and using it to estimate the radius where where HI = 1 M pc 2. For galaxies which do not
have an approximately exponential prole, I t a straight line over a few radii near where
the surface density crosses 1 M pc 2.
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A.6.2 Molecular Hydrogen (H2)
For the H2 masses, calculations are a bit more complex. H2 has no detectable emission
lines, except in regions where the H2 is shocked. Instead, as is commonly done, I use CO
as a tracer, specically the 12CO(1-0) rotational line. We must assume a conversion factor
between the observed CO luminosity L0CO (in units of K km s
 1 pc2) and the total H2 mass,
known as CO (also known as XCO in some of the literature). The conversion factor is known
to vary signicantly with metallicity and redshift (e.g. Wilson 1995, Arimoto et al. 1996) .
Even though the HIghMass galaxies are gas-dominated and have poor star formation rates,
they all have stellar masses & 1010 M, and thus I expect them to have metallicities similar
to the Milky Way. I follow Saintonge et al. (2011a) and use a Milky Way value for CO
averaged over several recent measurements (Strong and Mattox 1996; Dame et al. 2001;
Blitz et al. 2007; Draine et al. 2007; Heyer et al. 2009; Abdo et al. 2010), CO = 3:2M(K
km s 1 pc2) 1. Given the conversion factor, I can then compute the total H2 mass following
Solomon et al. (1997):
MH2 = L
0
COCO = 3:25 107COSCO 2d2 (A.17)
where SCO is the total integrated CO ux in Jy km s
 1 (which are our intensity map units)
and  is the rest frequency of the line in GHz, which for 12CO(1-0) is 115.271 GHz. With
this conversion made, the deprojected surface densities of H2 can be calculated in a manner
analogous to that of Hi, depending on whether the galaxy is nearly face-on, inclined, or
nearly edge-on.
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Galaxies without CO Observations
The galaxies targeted for CARMA observations were specically chosen to have the high-
est CO uxes given their stellar masses and u   r color (Saintonge et al. 2011a). Among
those galaxies, NGC 5230 has the highest MH2=MHI with  0:4, meaning that while there
is a signicant H2 mass in the galaxy, it is not the major contributor to the kinematics.
Additionally, both the resolved CARMA observations and the CO single-dish observations
of the HIghMass galaxies by Emmanouil Papastergis (Proposal PI: Amelie Saintonge) using
the IRAM 30m telescope indicate that the HIghMass galaxies have typical molecular gas
depletion timescales of approximately tdep  MH2= SFR = 109 yr (e.g. Leroy et al. 2008;
Saintonge et al. 2011b). For the galaxies without direct CO observations, I infer that the H2
in these galaxies makes up only  1  10% of the total baryonic mass.
A.6.3 Stellar Masses
Compared to our global stellar mass estimates (Huang et al. 2012a; Huang et al. 2012b),
nding from optical photometry a robust measure of how a galaxy's stellar mass distribution
is more complex. Among other considerations, it requires an understanding of how the
metallicity and extinction change with radius. However, our primary interest in a stellar
mass density model is in determining its contribution to rotation curves in order to model
each galaxy's dark matter content. Since the HIghMass galaxies have MHI  M and stellar
mass is more concentrated towards the center of galaxies compared to the gas, the accuracy
of the local stellar mass model is less important than the total stellar mass. To that end,
we roughly approximate stellar mass using the following method: elliptical apertures are
t to the optical SDSS image and corrected for Galactic extinction. Internal extinction is
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ignored because its variation with radius is unknown. Then, the magnitudes are converted
into stellar masses using the the M=Li and g   r color relations and diet Salpeter initial
mass function of Bell et al. (2003). The surface densities are deprojected by rescaling the
stellar mass surface densities such that the total integrated mass is equal to the global value.
This procedure assumes that the stars are distributed in a innitely thin disk. I again stress
that this method is not intended to give the most accurate distribution of stellar mass, but
rather to give a rough estimate of where the bulk of the stellar mass is located.
A.6.4 Dark Matter
I use the GIPSY task rotmas to t dark matter distributions to rotation curves. The
rotmod task calculates the gaseous (Hi, Helium, and, where detected, H2) and stellar
contributions to the galaxy rotation, assuming an innitely thin disk for both. I nd that
varying models to allow for nite thickness of the stellar disk has little or no eect for
the galaxies. The amplitude of rotation unaccounted for by the stellar and atomic gas
components is ascribed to the dark matter:
V 2obs = V
2
gas + V
2
 + V
2
DM (A.18)
I model two dierent spherically symmetric dark matter density proles: the pseudo-
isothermal model (ISO), an observationally motivated prole, and the Navarro-Frenk-White
(NFW; Navarro et al. 1997) model, a theoretically motivated prole.
The Pseudo-Isothermal Model
Given that, at large radii, spiral galaxies are often observed to have at, or very nearly at
rotation curves, the simplest observationally-motivated model is the pure isothermal model,
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with a constant velocity prole:
V P-ISODM (r) = V1 (A.19)
and corresponding density prole:
(r) =
0
(r=rC)2
(A.20)
With 0 being a reference density at some distance rC . As I have the constraint that the
velocity at all radii is V1, there is technically only one free parameter, either V1 or the
product 0  r2C , related by:
V1 = rC
p
4G0 (A.21)
However, the rotation curves of real galaxies are observed to go to 0 km s 1 at their center,
and so the ISO model is a modication of the pure isothermal model to match observations,
notably by adding a central core with constant density 0:
(r) =
0
1 +

r
rC
2 (A.22)
with corresponding velocity prole
V ISODM (r) = V1
s
1  RC
r
arctan

r
RC

(A.23)
With V1 dened as in (A.21). Here, the velocity prole rises linearly near r = 0, and reaches
V1 after several core scale lengths rC . Because of the additional degree of freedom, the ISO
model is a two-parameter model, with the free parameters generally chosen to be 0 and rC .
The Navarro-Frenk-White Model
The other prole I use is the Navarro-Frenk-White model (NFW; Navarro et al. 1997), which
is motivated by distributions of CDM halos observed in numerical simulations. It has a
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density prole:
(r) =
i
(r=rs) (1 + r=rs)
2 (A.24)
Where i is a characteristic density, and rs is a characteristic length scale of the halo. For
convenience in writing the velocity form, I use the concentration parameter c instead of the
characteristic density i, and the radius where the average halo density is 200 times the
critical density R200 instead of the scale radius rs when writing the velocity prole (Navarro
et al. 1997):
V NFWDM (r) = V200
s
1
x
ln(1 + cx)  cx=(1 + cx)
ln(1 + c)  c=(1 + c) (A.25)
where c is a parameter giving the central concentration of the halo; only c > 1 corresponds
to physical models. x  r=R200, where R200 is a characteristic length scale. It produces a
velocity curve which quickly rises to a maximum velocity at approximately x  2=c, and
then decreases slowly to 0 km s 1 at very large radii. V200 is dened as V (R200) and is xed
for given c and R200. The NFW prole is thus also a two-parameter family.
Comparison of the Two Models
One signicant dierence between the NFW and the ISO density models is that the is the
presence of a central cusp ( / r ) in the NFW prole and a core (  constant) in the
ISO. While the NFW model is theoretically supported by CDM cosmological simulations
and the ISO model is not, in the literature it is observed that NFW proles do a very poor
job of tting the rotation curves of both gas-rich dwarf galaxies (e.g. Weldrake et al. 2003;
Salucci et al. 2003; Trachternach et al. 2008) and low surface brightness galaxies (LSB; e.g.
McGaugh and de Blok 1998; Kuzio de Naray et al. 2008; Kuzio de Naray et al. 2009). For
a recent review see de Blok (2010).
For our observations, typical beam sizes are  3 kpc in size. Such poor resolution over
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the inner few kpc of a galaxy has the eect of shallowing the rise of the rotation curve, and
so prevents us from commenting on whether the very central region of the dark matter halo
is a cusp or a central core. I can, however, still investigate the goodness of t (2) to both
dark matter prole's overall t to the rotation curve of each galaxy.
A.7 Stability and Star Formation Thresholds
I use three theoretical measures to investigate where star formation is expected to occur, in
order to compare with our H imaging: the Toomre Q parameter (Toomre 1964), a threshold
motivated by galactic shear (Hunter et al. 1998), and a model by Schaye (2004) designed
to identify where in a galaxy a cold phase of Hi can form. I also consider the gas surface
densities at which Hi becomes saturated and H2 is observationally found to dominate over
Hi.
An oft-cited criterion for star formation is the Toomre Q parameter. For a thin, dieren-
tially rotating disk of pure gas or stars, the dynamics are dominated by pressure, self-gravity,
and angular momentum. The gas is stable or unstable to radial (i.e. ring-like) perturbations
for certain ranges of surface density and rotational velocities. The condition for stability is
(Toomre 1964):
Qg =
g
Gg
 1 (A.26)
where g is the velocity dispersion in the gas, G is Newton's gravitational constant, and g
is the deprojected surface density of the gas. I take the gas velocity dispersion to be the
constant g = 11 km s
 1 found by (Leroy et al. 2008) from their relatively face-on galaxies.
Our galaxies both have i > 60, making our own measurements of g poor at best.  is the
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epicyclic frequency:
2 =
2

r
d
dr
 
r2


(A.27)
where r is the distance from the center of the galaxy and 
(r) is the angular speed at radius
r.
Beyond just gas, one can dene analogous Q, QH2 and so on for the various components
of the disk. Many prescriptions exist for combining these various Qi parameters into one
eective Q. Perhaps the best known is the so-called Wang-Silk approximation, where the
instabilities of the phases add linearly, or Q 1 = Q 1g + Q
 1
 (Wang and Silk 1994). More
rigorous prescriptions are given by Rakov (2001), who take into account the wavenumber
of such perturbations, as well as Romeo and Wiegert (2011) and renements in Romeo and
Falstad (2013) which weight each of the Qi based on both the vertical and radial velocity
dispersion of each component of the galactic disk. I have found, for each of these three
prescriptions, that the Qg term dominates for our galaxies, and so I approximate Q  Qg.
In particular, I rearrange Equation (A.26) to express the instability as a critical density
above which the gas is unstable against inow (Kennicutt 1989):
Q = Q
g
G
(A.28)
where Q is a dimensionless parameter equal to the average h1=Qi where star formation
occurs; again, Q = 1 in the ideal case. Many tests of this parameter have been done in the
literature, with the consensus being that star formation occurs in regions for which Q < 1.
As a few examples, Kennicutt (1989)6 found Q = 0:63, Martin and Kennicutt (2001) found
Q = 0:69, though they both assume g = 6 km s
 1, which more closely matches the
dispersion of the cold phase alone. Changing this assumption to our own g = 11 km s
 1
yields Q = 0:34 and Q = 0:38. Leroy et al. (2008) found Q  0:4 for their massive spiral
6They report that Q = 0:67, but they have a slightly dierent denition of Q.
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galaxies, using the same assumptions that I do. I choose Q = 0:4 as a typical `marginally
unstable' threshold as observed in the literature. The deviation of Q from unity may be
an indication that star formation can occur long before the gas is dense enough to cause
axisymmetric inow of the gas. Alternatively, other parameters, such as the presence of
stars (e.g. Jog and Solomon 1984, Jog and Solomon 1992) have signicant impacts on the
stability. This discrepancy may also be due to using global properties, such as the rotation
curve and averaged gas densities to predict star formation, which is ultimately a local process
(e.g. Krumholz et al. 2012).
Hunter et al. (1998) take a dierent approach to star formation than large-scale collapse
in the gaseous disk. They examine the case where the Hi clouds lose angular momentum
along magnetic eld lines. In this case, the dominant eect preventing collapse becomes
the shear in the disk. Schaye (2004) comes to a similar conclusion arguing that the shear
timescale must be greater than the dynamical timescale for collapse to occur. This critical
density can be expressed as:
A = A
gA
G
(A.29)
where A is an uncertain dimensionless parameter, similar to Q. A is Oort's A constant,
dened as:
A =  0:5r d
dr

(r) (A.30)
Hunter et al. (1998) chose A = 2:5 based on a rough argument that perturbations must
grow by a factor of 100 to be signicant, while Schaye (2004) implies A = 1 at the onset of
instability. In a sample of 30 nearby spirals, Martin and Kennicutt (2001) suggest A = 2:0.
I use A = 2:5 as a baseline for the maximum required surface density. Note that if in
the outer disk of a galaxy the rotation curve is at, as is the case with our sample, A
reduces to a form identical to Q, up to choices of Q and A. They become equal for
Q=A = =2
p
2  1:11.
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A third approach to star formation, taken by Schaye (2004), is to instead consider the
regions in the disk where a cold phase of gas and the production of H2 can occur. This
cold phase will have a lower velocity dispersion, 3 km s 1< cold < 6 km s 1, compared to
that in the dominant warm phase, gas = 11 km s
 1, and such a phase has a Q and A
correspondingly lower. Schaye (2004) derives criteria under which a cold phase can form.
These criteria can be expressed as:
S04  6:1 gas
gas + 
M pc 2 (A.31)
for an assumed constant metallicity of 0:1 Z and interstellar ux of ionizing photons 106
cm 2 s 1.
Finally, it has long been observed that Hi surface densities of  9   10 M pc 2 are
`saturated,' (e.g. Martin and Kennicutt 2001, Bigiel et al. 2008, Leroy et al. 2008) in the
local universe, and densities exceeding this value are rarely observed; excess gas exists in the
molecular phase. This does not appear to be a threshold for star formation, only a location
where the star formation eciency becomes roughly constant (Leroy et al. 2008).
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